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A bstract

Measurements of the hadronic photon structure function F2(a:) are presented in 

two ranges (mean values 5.9 GeV^ and 14.7 GeV^). The results confirm that 

there is a significant pointlike component of the photon when the probe photon 

has > 4 GeV^. The measurements extend to lower values of x  than any 

previous experiment, and no increase of F2 {x) is observed in this region. In the 

context of a perturbative QCD +  vector meson dominance (VMD) model the 

quark transverse momentum cutoff separating the VMD and perturbative QCD 

regions is found to be 0.44 db 0.12 GeV. The data prefers a VMD component 

which has only peripheral scattering of the quarks in the 7 7  centre of mass.

The data were taken by the OPAL experiment at LEP, with y/s close to the 

mass and correspond to an integrated e+e" luminosity of 18.43 pb“ T The 

analysis is based on 596 events which pass the final selection cuts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The photon has a rich structure which is still poorly explored. Phenomenolog- 

ically photon-hadron interactions bear remarkable similarities to hadron-hadron 

ones [1], This can be explained if the physical photon is a superposition of a bare 

photon \^b ) and a hadronic component \h) [2],

l7 > =  y ^ l 7g) +  Cy/a\h), (1.1)

where c is of 0 (1 ), a  ~  1/137 and =  1 — c^a. The structure of this hadronic 

component can also be studied in photon-photon interactions.

Experim entally two photon collisions are achieved by using the virtual photon 

clouds surrounding the electron and positron in e+e" machines as shown in fig

ure 1.1. The incoming electron and positron with energy E b e a m  each radiate a 

photon and these interact to produce a final state of invariant mass W .

This final state  can consist of leptons, which involves a pure Quantum  Electrody

namic (QED) process, or hadrons, which can be modelled by the Quark Parton 

Model (QPM ), Q uantum  Chromodynamics (QCD) or the Vector Meson Domi

nance (VMD) model (among others). There are a variety of interesting physics 

analyses tha t can be carried out on two photon events:-

• Meson spectroscopy. The final state is in a charge conjugation C= -fl 

eigenstate, as opposed to annihilation events where the final state  is in a

13
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Figure 1.1: Single tagging two photon diagram. This can be 

regarded as deep inelastic scattering which probes the structure 

of the quasi-real (P^ ~  0) photon.
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C = —I eigenstate, which means different meson states can be accessed. 

If a state  has an unexpectedly high or low production cross section in 77 

reactions then this could be an indication of an exotic component to that 

state.

• QED can be tested to in reaction of the type 7 7 ->/'*'/“ where / =

e , / i , r .

• The gluon content of the photon can be probed in resolved photon pro

cesses. The background to annihilation events from such resolved processes 

at future e+e" machines has been predicted [3] to be serious. An attem pt 

to measure the rate at current e+e" colliders would be a useful indicator 

towards possible future problems.

• The hadronic structure function ¥ 2 {x^Q'^) of the photon can be measured. 

This tests a number of predictions of QCD.

This thesis describes the m easurement of the hadronic photon structure function 

F2(a;,(5 ^) using data  from the OPAL [4] detector at LEP, the Large Electron 

Positron collider at CERN, Geneva[6% ].

1.1 T he P h oton  S tructure Function

The two-photon process e+e" —)■ e+e" -{-hadrons has been extensively studied [5, 

6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] in the kinem atic region where one of the electrons, 

known as the tag, is detected in the Q^ range 0.1 < < 500 GeV^ whilst the

other is restricted to small angles and not observed. This is known as single 

tagging (double tagging is where both final state electrons are detected). In the 

single tagging kinematic region the reaction can be interpreted as deep inelastic 

scattering, with one highly virtual photon [Q^ %$> 0) probing one nearly real 

one(P^ ~  0) (see fig. 1.1). The cross section can then be expressed in terms of 

the structure functions Fi(o;, Q^) and F 2(a:, Q^) of the quasi real or target photon
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as [14]: 

with

dcr 47ra  5(67)
dxdy Q"

Q'  ̂ =  2 E E t a g (^ — <̂os6tag ), (1.3)

(1.4)

y = i - % c o Æ )  (1.5)'t a  

E

where the kinematic variables are defined with reference to Figure 1.1. s(e'y) is 

the centre of mass energy of the electron-quasi real photon system, E b e a m  is the 

beam energy, E t a g  is the energy of the tagged e^ and S t a g  is the angle of the 

tagged e^ to the beam direction. Experim entally it is usual to dem and a high tag 

energy, and events are strongly peaked towards the beam direction, which means 

tha t y is normally small (see equation 1.5) and y^ <K (1 — y). Equation 3.2 shows 

tha t F2(T, Q^) > xFi(æ,(5^) so tha t

( l - ! / ) F 2( z , Q ^ ) » z / F i ( % , 0 ')

and the analysis is normally done solely in terms of F 2(T, Q^):

si;

1.2 S im ple T heory

The photon structure function, F2(a;,(5^), can be interpreted as the momentum 

weighted sum of the quark distributions q[x^Q^) within the photon,

^ 2(3:, e] fe (x , Q'^) +  Q^)], (1.6)
i

where qi{x, Q^) is the probability to find a quark of type i, charge e, and momen

tum  fraction x  within the target photon, when probed by a virtual photon with

O ' =  - 9'.
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In 1977 W itten [15] proposed that F 2 (x,Q^) could be split into two parts, a 

pointlike part and a part where the photon behaves as if it were actually a hadron,

=  FP^{x ,Q^) +  F ? ^ ^ (x ,Q ^ ) .  (1.7)

The pointlike part, Q'^), is calculable in QCD and Q^) is normally

estim ated using the Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) model, where the photon 

is represented as a sum of the lowest mass vector meson states, the p, w and

This corresponds to the separation of the hadronic component of the photon 

|/z), introduced in equation 1.1, into a phenomenological part described by the 

VMD model |V) (represented in figure 1.2(a)) and a QCD calculable \qq) part 

(represented in figure 1.2(b)),

I7 ) =  \/^ l7 B >  +  (1-8)

is the probability for a photon to fluctuate into a vector meson [16], and 

is the probability to fluctuate into a qq pair (which then interact according to 

perturbative QCD).

By virtue of the superposition made in 1.8 we are led to distinguish two different 

types of singly tagged 77 events,

•  the target photon fluctuates into a vector meson as shown in figure 1.2. 

The high photon therefore finds momentum distributions consistent with 

quarks inside a vector meson. Phenomenologically these events will have 

a low Pt  w ith respect to the incoming photons in the 77 center of mass 

system.

• the target photon fluctuates into a virtual qq pair. This is responsible for the 

events which have a higher p j  of the final state  quarks and which has been 

variously described as pointlike [15] or anomalous [17]. The momentum 

distribution probed by the high photon is calculable in perturbative 

QCD.
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b)

Figure 1.2: Photon coupling to quarks, a) VMD hadronic cou

pling. b) Pointlike photon quark coupling.

The pointlike part of F 2(a:,(5 ^), which is calculable in QCD, exhibits logarithmic 

scale breaking and is sensitive to the QCD scale param eter Ajjg  [15],

Ff^(æ , =  h{x) In ( — J 4- higher order in a , .  (1.9)
V M5/

Equations 1.7 and 1.9 incorporate some remarkable predictions:

i) The structure function F2(T, grows like In for large Q^.

ii) If there were to be a regime where only the pointlike part m attered, then a 

direct measurement of could be made.

The logarithmic scale breaking of F 2 {x,Q^)  has been confirmed over the range 

4 < < 500 GeV^by [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and in the past measurements of

have been presented by [5, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The validity of these measurements has 

been plagued with theoretical uncertainties [18, 19, 20, 21]. It is now thought 

th a t uncertainties in the pointlike/hadronic separation and higher order QCD 

corrections have “washed ou t” much, if not all, of the sensitivity to Aj^g at the 

currently experimentally available [22].

The separation in the behaviour of the photon has been confirmed by results from 

experiments operating at low (<  1.5 GeV^) and at higher (> 4 GeV^). 

The logarithmic scale breaking discussed above confirms a significant pointlike 

component at high Q^. The T P C /27 experiment [5] dem onstrated that at low
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(<  1.5 GeV^) the data was well described by the Vector Meson Dominance 

(VMD) model, where the structure function F2(a:) is similar to the pion structure 

function as measured in Drell Yan processes [23]. The p structure function is 

assumed to be similar to tha t of the pion as they both have two quarks in an 

s-wave state.

The structure of the photon is discussed further in chapter 3.

1.3 M uonic F 2(x,

The pure QED process has been studied in OPAL in the

single and double tag case (see [24] for details). The measured p 2(T, Q^) from 

OPAL, CELLO, and PEP-9 data, and the QED predictions for F2 (x^Q'^) are 

shown in figure 1.3. The OPAL data agrees well with the theoretical prediction 

and the CELLO [25] data at a similar Q^. The PEP-9 data  is at a lower and 

the scaling of the structure function can clearly be seen. Since we can accurately 

reproduce the muonic structure of the photon then we have confidence tha t the 

tag variables (which define Q^) in particular are well understood. Assuming the 

factorization of figure 1.1 (see section 3.1) this means we can have confidence in 

our measurement. Our confidence in the measurement of W  has to come from 

the agreement of Monte Carlo and data  (section 6 .2).

1.4 O utline

The data  used in this analysis were taken in 1990 and 1991 and amount to 

18.43pb“  ̂ integrated luminosity. The final data  sample consists of approximately 

600 events in the regime where pointlike scattering, as calculated by pertur

bative QCD, is expected to be the m ajor component.

An outline of the OPAL detector follows in Chapter 2, the theory involved is 

further discussed in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 describes details of the data selection.
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Figure 1.3: A comparison of Muonic P 2(a:, Q^) from OPAL data 

and theory. The lines are the expectations for the PEP-9 data 

and for the OPAL data. The expectation for the CELLO data 

lies very close to tha t for the OPAL data.
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the Monte Carlos used are discussed in Chapter 5, and Chapters 6 and 7 compare 

Monte Carlo and data and extract the unfolded F2 (x^Q^).



Chapter 2

The OPAL D etector

The data analysed in this thesis are taken from the OPAL [4] detector, one of 

four large detectors built around the e+e" storage ring LEP at CERN. It is a 

multipurpose apparatus designed to have an acceptance for decays of nearly 

47t steradians, with accurate and unambiguous event reconstruction. The main 

elements of the detector are:

•  Tracking of charged particles in the central region of a solenoidal coil which 

gives measurements of their direction and momentum, as well as some par

ticle identification using dE /dx .  Vertices are also reconstructed.

• Electromagnetic calorim etry measuring primarily the energy and direction 

of photons and electrons.

•  Hadronic calorimetry measuring the hadronic energy by total absorption in 

the instrum ented magnetic return yoke.

• Muon Chambers measuring the position of particles which have passed 

through the hadron calorimeter (mostly muons).

•  Forward Detectors measuring the absolute machine luminosity using Bha- 

bha scattering events in the forward direction with respect to the beam

22
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line. These also measure the energy and angle of the tagged electrons for 

the events used in this analysis.

Two pictures of the detector are shown in figures 2.1 and 2.2 which indicate 

the location and relative size of the various components. A system of tracking 

chambers is contained within a solenoid which provides a uniform magnetic field 

of 0.435 T. This is surrounded with a time of flight counter array, a lead glass 

electromagnetic calorimeter with a presampler, an instrum ented iron return yoke 

(hadron calorimeter) and four layers of outer muon chambers.

2.1 C entral Tracking

There are four subdetectors used in the cenW  tracking region namely a silicon 

microvertex detector (/uv), a vertex detector (CV), a large volume je t chamber 

(CJ), and z-chambers (CZ). The main tracking is performed with the je t chamber, 

with the two vertex detectors providing better vertex information and the z- 

chambers improving the z-resolution. The gas (88.2% argon, 9.8% methane, 

2.0% isobutane) used in the  central tracking detectors is common to CJ,CV and 

CZ and is under a pressure of 4 bar.

Silicon M icrovertex

This detector was added to OPAL in the winter shutdown of 1991, in order to 

improve the vertex resolution. Space was made for it by installing a new double 

beam pipe, with the detector lying between the two pipes. It has two layers of 

silicon ladders with an intrinsic resolution of 5 jj.m in r-^. In the 1992 shutdown 

the ladders were replaced with double sided silicon to give z information. It is 

not used in this analysis.
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Figure 2.2: Cross section of a quadran t of the detector (a) per

pendicular and (b) parallel to the  LEP beam axis
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V ertex D etector

The vertex detector, located between the outer beam pipe and the je t chamber, is 

used to locate the decay vertices of short lived particles and to improve momentum 

resolution. It is based on a scaled down je t chamber design, being 1 m eter long 

and 470 mm in diameter, and has an inner layer of 36 cells with axial wires and an 

outer layer of 36 cells of small angle (4 deg) stereo wires. Each axial cell contains 

12 anode wires with a radial spacing of 5.3 mm and the stereo cells have 6 anode 

wires with a 5 mm spacing. These anode wires are staggered by ±41 n m  to 

resolve left right ambiguities.

J et Chamber

The je t chamber was designed to combine good space and track resolution with 

the possibility of particle identification. The sensitive volume is a cylinder with 

length about 4 m, inner diameter 0.5 m and outer 3.7 m. The chamber is divided 

in (f) into 24 identical sectors, each containing 159 sense wires all of which are 

parallel to the beam direction. In the range 43 < ^ <  137 deg 159 points are 

measured along each track. Particle identification is done by multiple sampling 

of the energy loss in the gas. The average resolution in r  — (/> is 135 ^m , and the 

average z resolution is 6 cm. The resolution can be param eterized by <7p/p  ̂ =  

2.2 * 10-3 G eV -h

Z-Chambers

The Z- chambers (CZ) are arranged to form a barrel layer around the je t chamber 

covering 44 < 0 <  136 deg. They are designed to improve the measurement of the 

z-coordinate of charged particles and thus improve the polar angle and invariant 

mass resolutions. They consist of 24 drift chambers, 4 m long, 50 cm wide and 

59 mm deep. Each chamber is divided into 8 cells so the max drift distance is 

25 cm in z. Each cell has 6 anode wires with 4mm spacing and a ±  250 /im to
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resolve the left right ambiguity. The z resolution is around 300 fim and the r — cf) 

resolution (from charge division) is of order 1.5 cm.

Combined Performance

In the r — (j> plane the r.m.s resolution is found to be 75 jj,m and in the r — z 

plane it is 2 mm with and 2.7 cm without the stereo wire information from the 

vertex detector. The invariant mass resolution for K°—>7r‘''7r“ decays is 8 MeV.

2.2 T im e-of-F light

The time of flight (TOP) system covers cos# < 0.82. It generates triggers, helps 

in particle identification and aids in the rejection of cosmic rays. This system 

consists of 160 scintillation counters, 6.84 m long with a trapezoidal cross section, 

forming a barrel of mean radius 2.36 m.

2.3 E lectrom agnetic C alorim etry

The main electromagnetic calorimetry in OPAL uses three assemblies of lead 

glass blocks, the barrel surrounding the solenoid, and two endcaps. These cover 

98% of the solid angle and together with the gamma catcher and forward calor

imeter (see section 2.6) mean that OPAL is hermetic down to the inner edge of 

the forward calorimeter. Lead glass was chosen for its excellent energy resolution 

{cte/ E  ~  5 % / \ /E  where E  is the electromagnetic energy in GeV) and linearity. 

It provides some 7r°-photon discrimination and, in conjunction with the central 

tracking system, electron-hadron discrimination. Since there are ~2  Xo of m a

terial in front of the lead glass, due mostly to the coil and pressure vessel, most 

electromagnetic showers are initiated before the lead glass itself. Presampling 

devices are therefore installed in both the barrel and endcap regions immediately 

in front of the lead glass, to measure the position and sample the energy of these
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electromagnetic showers, thereby improving the 7r°-photon and electron-hadron 

discrimination and the electromagnetic energy resolution.

Barrel E lectrom agnetic Presam pler

In the barrel region the presampler consists of a cylinder of tubes, 6623 mm in 

length, operated in the limited stream er mode. These are located between the 

time-of-flight system and the barrel lead glass calorimeter at a radius of 2388 mm.

There are 16 chambers each of which has two layers of limited stream er mode 

tubes. The cells of the chambers are formed from PVC extrusions with 24 cells 

per extrusion. The cells have an internal size of 9.6 mm square, with 1 mm thick 

walls. Each of the two layers are made of four extrusions and the layers are offset 

by half a cell width at the centre of the sectors to avoid inefficiencies associated 

with the cell walls.

Readout is obtained from 1 cm wide cathode strips located on both sides of each 

layer of tubes, and oriented at 45° to the wire. The wires are read out at both 

ends to provide a z position.

The resolution for the position of electromagnetic showers, in the plane perpen

dicular to the shower direction, varies from about 6 to 4 mm as the energy changes 

from 6 to 50 GeV. This corresponds to an angular resolution for photon trajecto

ries of ~ 2  mrad. The resolution in z from current division is ~10 cm for a single 

charged particle.

Barrel Lead Glass Calorim eter

The barrel lead glass calorimeter (EB), consists of a cylindrical array of 9,440 

lead glass blocks of 24.6 Xo, located at a radius of 2455 mm, outside the magnet 

coil, covering the full azim uthal angle and |cos^|<0.82. The longitudinal axes of 

the blocks are arranged such tha t each block points not at, but near to (~30 mm) 

the interaction point.

The blocks are made of heavy glass, SF57, and are instrum ented with shielded 

phototubes stable to 1% in external fields of up to 100 G. Each lead glass block 

is ~10 X ~10 cm^ in cross section and 37 cm in depth. For optical isolation it
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is wrapped in a black sheet of vinyl fluoride the inner surface of which is coated 

with aluminium for efficient light reflection.

The typical energy resolution i s ^ j E  =  0.2% +  6 .3 % /\/Ë .

Endcap E lectrom agnetic Presam pler

The endcap presampler (PE) is an umbrella type arrangem ent of thin multiwire 

chambers operating in a high gain mode. These are suited for the necessity of 

providing good position and energy resolution whilst being small enough to fit in 

the lim ited space available.

There are 32 chambers in 16 wedges located between the pressure bell of the 

central tracking system and the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter, covering the 

full azim uthal angle and 0.83<|cos^|<0.95. Each sector has one large and one 

small trapezoidal chamber, the large one being inclined by 18° with respect to the 

plane perpendicular to the beam in order to follow the shape of the pressure bell 

and the lead glass. The small chamber is at 90° to the beam axis. Neighbouring 

sectors overlap each other to ensure complete coverage of the endcap region.

The endcap presampler has an angular resolution, (Jpe  ~  4.6 mrad.

Endcap E lectrom agnetic Calorim eter

The endcap electromagnetic calorimeter (EE) consists of two dome-shaped arrays, 

each of 1,132 lead glass blocks, located immediately beyond the pressure bell of the 

central detector vessel. It covers the full azim uthal angle and 0.81 < |cos^ |<0.98. 

It differs from the barrel lead glass calorimeter in two im portant aspects: the 

lead glass blocks are mounted with their axes coaxial with the beam line, because 

of tight geometrical constraints, and it is instrum ented with novel devices, single 

stage multipliers known as vacuum photo triodes (VPTs), which were developed 

in conjunction with industry to be able to operate in the full axial field of the 

magnet. The lead glass used is CEREN-25. The surfaces of the blocks are 

polished, and each block is housed in a brass can which acts as an electrical 

screen. For efficient reflection of light, each block is wrapped with aluminium 

foil, at ground potential, and is enclosed in a protective layer of mylar. The
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detector follows the curve of the pressure bell, and thus the blocks come in three 

lengths which give typically 22 X q.

The spatial resolution was found to be 8-14 mm for a 6 GeV e~ beam incident 

at 15° to the longitudinal block axes, and the energy resolution (measured using 

Bhabhas) is crg/E =  3.5%.

2.4 H adron C alorim eter

The hadron calorimeter measures the energy of hadrons emerging from the elec

trom agnetic calorimeter and assists in the identification of muons. The iron of 

the return yoke provides 4 or more interaction lengths of absorber over a solid 

angle of 97% of 47t. The yoke is segmented into layers, with planes of detectors 

between each layer, and forms a cylindrical sampling calorimeter about 1 metre 

thick. The energy resolution is lim ited mostly by the m aterial of the electromag

netic calorimeter, and by the structure of the return yoke itself. It is not used in 

this analysis.

2.5 M uon D etector

The muon detector is constructed as a barrel and two endcaps and covers the 

iron yoke almost completely. Most muons penetrate to the muon detector and 

leave a clean track while most hadrons are absorbed in the iron yoke and fail to 

reach the muon detector. Of the full solid angle, 93% is covered by at least one 

layer of detector and over nearly all this the amount of m aterial th a t a particle 

has to traverse exceeds 1.3 m of iron equivalent (over 7 interaction lengths for 

pions). This reduces the probability of a pion not interacting to less than 0.001.

Muon identification relies on extrapolating the track seen in the central track

ing system through the absorber, allowing for energy loss and multiple coulomb 

scattering, and looking for a track in the muon detector which matches in posi
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tion and angle in two views. The positional and angular accuracies required for 

the track measurement are determined by the multiple scattering of the highest 

energy muons of interest and are about 2 mm and 3 mrad respectively.

Ignoring the complexities of hadrons in jets, the efficiency for detecting isolated 

muons above 3 GeV and within the 93% solid angle is essentially 100%. The 

probability tha t an isolated pion of 5 GeV is misidentified as a muon is less than 

1% .

2.6 Forward D etectors

The forward detectors measure the luminosity of LEP by detecting small-angle 

Bhabha scattering, and also tag electrons from 77 interactions. Figure 2.3 is 

a detailed cross-section through the forward detector between 2 and 3 m from 

the intersection region, showing the gamma catcher, the drift chambers, the fine 

luminosity monitor counters, the calorimeter and the tube chambers.

There is clean acceptance for particles from the intersection region between 47 

and 120 mrad from the beam line. In this range the only obstructions are 2 mm 

of carbon fibre in the beam pipe (traversed obliquely, so up to 0.2 Xo thick) and 

2 mm of aluminium in the thin window of the central tracking system pressure 

vessel, with aluminium webs in the horizontal and vertical planes to support the 

beam pipe. The front drift chambers and the “acceptance” counters of the fine 

luminosity monitor are mounted on the front of a light stiff honeycomb plate 

which has a thickness equivalent to 1 mm of aluminium. The inner part of 

the acceptance of the calorimeter, down to 39 mrad, is obstructed by a thick 

aluminium ring and by the bellows and flanges joining the beam pipe to the 

pressure window. Beyond 120 mrad there are obstructions inside the pressure 

vessel, including optics for the laser beams used to calibrate the je t chamber. 

The space which they occupy between the forward calorimeter and the endcap 

lead glass causes a gap in calorimetric acceptance in the polar angle region 142-
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200 m rad which is covered by the gamma catcher.

Calorim eter

The forward calorimeter has 35 layers of lead-scintillator sandwich (24 Xo), read 

out with wavelength shifter to vacuum phototetrodes. The front 4 the pre

sampler, has wavelength shifter at the outside only, but the main calorimeter is 

read out on both the inner and outer edges to provide a 6 measurement. There 

are sixteen azim uthal segments. The energy resolution has been measured as 

(7e I E  ~  18% /\/Ë . The radial position resolution on electron showers is ±2 mm 

near the inner edge, but degrades towards the outer edge. The azimuthal resolu

tion, from the ratios of signals in adjacent segments, is ±1.5° or less.

Tube Chambers

Between the pre-radiator and the main sections of the calorimeter are three planes 

of brass-walled proportional tube chambers. Individual showers can be measured 

to ±  3 mm. The tube chambers and the calorimeter provide a combined cluster 

where the B and </> are taken from the tubes if the angle measured in the calorime

ter is ^ >  53 mrad. The energy comes from the calorimeter which also provides 

B and <p outside the tube acceptance, measurement

Drift Chambers

The drift chambers, as used in 1989-1991, each have two gas gaps with two sense 

wires per gap. Drift directions are approximately radial. The ambiguity between 

inward and outward drifts is resolved by displacing the sense wires in the first gap 

of each chamber outwards by 2 mm from those in the second gap. The position of 

a hit along a wire is measured by charge division and by a pattern  of intersecting 

diamond pads on the faces close to the wires. These have been used to accurately 

survey the positions of the tubes within the calorimeter.

Fine Lum inosity M onitor

The fine luminosity monitor consists of four pairs of precisely positioned 6 mm 

thick scintillators at each end, on the 45° diagonals to avoid showers from the
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beam pipe support webs. They cover the angular region 50-109 mrad from 

the beam axis, with an azim uthal coverage of about 36%. The front “accep

tance” counters are 10 mm smaller on all sides than the rear “coincidence” coun

ters. They provided a luminosity measurement used to check the main calorime

te r/tu b e  based measurement.

Gam m a Catcher

The gamma catcher is a ring of lead-scintillator sandwich modules, 7 Xo thick, 

with wavelength-shifter readout to silicon photodiodes. There is no 0 information 

and there are eight segments in the ring. The energy resolution for bhabhas is 

~  20%. Although not discussed further in this thesis I have been partially respon

sible for the commission and running of the gamma catcher and the development 

of the reconstruction code.

Far Forward M onitor

The far forward luminosity m onitor counters are small lead-scintillator calorime

ters (50 mm X 150 mm x  20 Xo) mounted on either side of the beam pipe 7.85 m 

from the intersection region, beyond the low-beta quadrupoles. They are used 

for a high statistics ”online” luminosity and to monitor beam backgrounds.

2.7 Trigger and D a ta  Stream

Here details of the OPAL data  stream  are provided including some ofy(nardware 

elements used. The overall scheme of event triggering, readout, monitoring and 

data recording is shown in fig. 2.4.

Trigger

The trigger system [26] is designed to provide high efficiency for the various 

physics reactions, and good rejection of backgrounds arising from cosmic rays, 

from interactions of the beam particles with the gas inside the beam pipe or 

the wall of the beam pipe, and from noise. Most of the physics reactions are 

triggered by several independent conditions imposed on the subdetector signals.
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This redundancy leads to a high detection efficiency and greatly facilitates the 

measurement of this efficiency.

The 47t range in solid angle covered by the detector is divided into 144 overlapping 

bins, 6 bins in 6 and 24 bins in ÿ. The subdetectors deliver trigger signals matched 

as closely as possible to this binning. This fine segmentation allows low thresholds 

for the calorimeters, since analogue sums are made over only a small region to 

reduce noise. Besides the O-cf) signals, the subdetectors deliver ’’stand-alone” 

signals, derived from total energy sums or track counting.

The trigger signals from the various subdetectors are logically combined in the 

central trigger logic. O-cj) signals are used for hit counting, for the definition of 

back-to-back hits and to build detector coincidences correlated in space. Pro

grammable conditions are imposed on the m atrix outputs and on the stand

alone signals to decide whether an event is accepted or rejected.

The trigger decision is broadcast to local trigger units (LTUs) in each subdetector 

readout crate by the global trigger unit (GTU). If the trigger decision is negative, 

a reset pulse is distributed 6 /is before the next bunch crossing. If an event is 

to be accepted, the GTU generates a trigger pulse, and transfers a central event 

number and the 120 PAM input bits to the LTUs. The wired OR of “busy” 

signals asserted by each LTU inhibits further triggers as long as the front-end 

readout is in progress.

D ata Stream

The readout system has a distributed tree structured architecture. Microproces

sors of the 68020/68030 type, running the 0S9 operating system are used in a 

VMEbus based system for data compression and data moving as well as moni

toring.

The sub-events containing the digitised information of the subdetectors are buf

fered in memories controlled by the subdetector processors and then collected 

and merged into a single data  structure by an “event builder” VME system. This 

system also acts as an event buffer for a microprocessor m atrix, where up to ten
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68030 (in 1991 - later improved to an APOLLO DNIOK), in parallel, perform a 

first analysis of the complete events, and undesired background can be rejected at 

this stage. From here, events are transferred from the underground experimental 

area via an optical link to the surface, where they are buffered in another micro

processor controlled VME system. From here it is picked up by fast APOLLO 

DNIOK processors which run the full OPAL reconstruction code ROPE [27].



Chapter 3

The Structure of the Photon

As mentioned above the aim is to extract F 2(a:, Q^) from our data. In this chapter 

we indicate why the data  can be analysed in this way and highlight some of the 

theoretical problems which occur.

3.1 H elic ity  Structure

The transition m atrix for e ' ^ e ~ X  in figure 1.1 can be factorized into three 

terms: one for the electron photon vertex, one for the positron photon vertex 

and one for the coupling of the photons to the hadronic system X .  The e‘*'e“ 7 

vertices determ ine the fluxes and helicities of the two photons, and the coupling 

to the hadronic system is the unknown part which we want to measure.

The total differential cross section for unpolarized electron beams is given by [28]:

^  + L^^atiV^TTTCos(24>) + L^ t̂t[,cos{4>)
(3.1)

where
j r  -  d^ki(Pk2 

~  E,E2 ’

ki is the 3-momentum of the fth final state quark, and Ei is its energy. The 

luminosities L , L  for the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) fluxes are known

38
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and calculable in QED. The cr’s are the cross sections of interest ( cttt  is the cross 

section for a transverse photon colliding with a transverse photon etc.) and the 

r ’s are interference terms, with <j) the angle between the electron and positron 

scattering planes. These r  terms vanish when integrated over 0. In the limit 

where =  0 (single tagging) the only terms to survive are the ctt t  and (Ttl 

which can be studied as a function of x and Q^. These are related to F2(T, 

and Fi{x, Q'^) by

’■''•■«■I -  a s " '

F2(z,Q^) =  2iFi(x ,Q2) +  ^ < T i T  (3.2)

3.2 T he H adronic Structure o f th e  P h oton

As discussed in section 1.2 the hadronic structure of the photon can be separated 

into two distinct types. In one, figure 1.2(a), the target photon couples directly

to a hadronic vector meson state, this Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) coupling

being large for P ^~m J, where m j is the mass squared of the vector meson. Al

ternatively the photon can couple in a pointlike manner as in figure 1.2(b), where 

the jqq  coupling is similar to the coupling of QED. This is dominant when:

(i) >  m l  or

(ii) Large pt is generated at the 'yqq vertex.

Large pt implies large virtuality:

t = —(p — k i Y  (3.3)

of the exchanged quark (see figure 1.1), which is related to the pt generated at 

the vertex by:

Q ' 1 _  _  4(p? + m 2) y ‘' (3.4)
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So if one line (quark or photon) at the '■yqq vertex is highly virtual then the 

coupling is pointlike and the VMD coupling is dominant only when <  m j and 

Pt is small.

3.2.1 Vector M eson Dom inance

In the VMD picture the target photon fluctuates into one of the lowest mass 

vector mesons (p,o;,</)) and the virtual probing photon sees the structure of this 

hadron. Ignoring gluon emission the VMD structure function should exhibit 

Bjorken scaling. W ith gluon emission the ^^-distributions should shift to smaller 

X as the of the probing photon grows. This is because the probe can then 

resolve smaller distances and more momentum goes into radiated gluons. It is 

assumed that the quark distributions for the vector mesons are similar to those 

of the pion as measured in the Drell-Yan [23] process [29]

~  (1 -  a;)/z (3.5)

This leads to [14]

where the error comes from summing the contributions from the lowest vector 

meson states coherently (0.16(1 — x)) or incoherently (0.21(1 — z)).

Subsequent attem pts to param eterize the pion structure function [30] modified 

by the same pion/photon conversion used to obtain 3.6 leads to:

pn.vMDf^x) =  a0.22x° * \ l  -  + (0.26 ±  0.09)(1 -  x)® '* (3.7)

This equation is only valid for x > 0.2 so T P C /2q [5] fitted their low data

with:

=  a A x “{l -  xf-^^ + B ( l  -  x f  (3.8)

with the result given in equation 5.9
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Figure 3.1: The QPM box diagram.

3.2.2 The Quark Parton M odel

As mentioned above, the photon also couples to the quarks in a pointlike manner. 

In this section the quark parton model result is presented and the QCD calculation 

is sketched in the next.

The quark parton model was developed in order to explain the deep inelastic 

electron-nucleon data. The QPM prediction for F2(o:, Q^) is calculated by evalu

ating the s-channel discontinuity of the box diagram (figure 3.1). It gives [15]:

F2(T,Q^) 32: E e ;
a 7T

(z^ +  (1 — In
Q‘̂ {x — 1)

m^x
— 1 4- 82(1 — x) (3.9)

It is immediately apparent tha t F2(a:, Q^) does not scale, but exhibits logarithmic 

scale breaking (as F2(a:, Q^) is a function of In(Q^)). As can be seen in figure 3.2 

QPM predicts x and behaviour which is dram atically different from those of 

the VMD model (as parameterized in equation 3.8). However, it is known that 

quarks are not free objects and are subject to gluon corrections. For an improved 

calculation we thus turn to quantum  chromodynamics.
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Figure 3.3: Classes of gluon radiative diagrams. - a) Enters into 

the fragmentation scheme. In b) the valence quark and c) the 

sea quark structure of the photon is probed.

3.2.3 The QCD Result

QCD calculations will modify the asym ptotic QPM calculation to account for 

various classes of gluon radiation. If the gluons are radiated by the external quark 

lines, figure 3.3(a), then the kinematics of the hard scattering are not affected, 

and this radiation is included in the quark fragm entation model. If one or more 

gluons are radiated from the internal quark line, figures 3.3(b) and (c), then the 

hard scattering is modified. Qualitatively this causes the structure function to 

be shifted to srnaller x values since the probing photon sees a quark with smaller 

momentum, though the logarithmic growth with is preserved.

Leading log predictions for F j have been obtained by many authors using ei

ther the operator product expansion and renormalization group equations (OPE- 

RGE), an Altarelli-Parisi evolution or directly summed Feynman diagrams. These 

approaches lead to similar results, but controversy has arisen over the precise 

physical interpretations. In particular the identification of particular terms as 

“hadronic” or “pointlike” parts of F j has been argued over. Here the diagram

matic approach is followed at the one loop level.

If the same quark couples to both the target and the probing photon, figure 3.3(b), 

then only the valence contribution of the photon is probed, whereas the sea quark
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component is probed by diagrams like tha t in figure 3.3(c). It has been shown [31] 

that the sea contribution is small except for x close to zero. In the following 

discussion the sea contribution is ignored.

For the coupling between the target photon and the hadron system is

modelled by VMD as stated above. The quark densities defined in

Section 1.2 are given by the Altarelli-Parisi type equation [22]:

=  (3.10)i/ X Z u Tr 7̂T 2̂

where Pqq[^) is the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function [32] (which is the probability 

to find a quark of m om entum  fraction x inside a quark with momentum fraction z) 

and to is the value of t (the virtuality of the exchanged quark - see equation 3.4) 

which is at the boundary between the hadronic and pointlike region of phase 

space. In words the above represents some incalculable hadronic piece added 

with a piece which predicts its evolution. The evolution is carried out from 

some reference to below which the quark is assumed to be in the vector meson.

If we then take Mellin moments according to:

q{n) = J  x"^~^q{x)dx (3.11)

equation 3.10 is solved for q{n,Q ‘̂):

with

.  Ois{to) ,
(3.12)

d , =  (Ç, =  aX Q ") =  6//n(Q:^/A^) (3.13)

The infinite series which is summed to get this result is shown in figure 3.4(a). 

The pointlike part comes from summing the series given in figure 3.4(b) where 

the VMD coupling of the target photon is replaced by a pointlike coupling. If we 

now think of the above result in term s of 5„(Q^,fo) the sum of the convolution 

integrals generated by integrating over the final state gluons and quarks appearing 

above the dotted line in figure 3.4(a) then

= q^^^{n , to )Sn(Q ‘̂ ,to) (3.14)
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By inspection of the pointlike part in figure 3.4(b) the moments of the pointlike 

part are given by:

■Q̂  du
= a(n) I

JtQ

where a is the photon-to-quark splitting function:

a{x) = + {I -  x f ]

(3.15)

(3.16)

Comparing equations 3.12 and 3.14 Sn{Q^,t i)  = [aa(Q^)/ag((i)] and doing 

the integral over ti in 3.15 gives:

1 -
Ô s(to) _

1 — d n

(3.17)(l-d„)
which is the result first obtained by W itten [15].

The two term s above in have different behaviours. The first (repre

sented by the “1” in the curly brackets) is generally referred to as the leading log 

(LL) term  and dominates in the limit Q^—̂oo. The second term  -fO as Q ^ ^ o o  

since dn < 0, and will be called non leading log (NLL).

From the outline given above it is clear tha t and q[^{n^Q^) should

simply be added to give the complete leading order (LO) result, since they cor

respond to different phase space regions of the variable fi:

hadronic : tmin < ti < to 

pointlike : to < ti <

Thus:

9f ° ( n ,  Q^) =  [l -  r ' - '" ]  (3.18)

where r = as{Q^)/c(s{to). Leading order means tha t only one loop effects are 

included in the splitting functions and

The OPE-RGE result is often written:

Os(Q^)
— dn

(3.19)
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with 11 as an arbitrary renormalization scale. The first term  has usually been 

referred to as “pointlike” (as it is the only one which survives as >00) and the 

second, which has the usual hadronic evolution property, has normally been 

identified as the VMD photon hadron coupling as shown in figure 1.2(a). The 

derivation above shows tha t this “hadronic” term  contains term s originating from 

both VMD and PL couplings. Comparing equations 3.19 and 3.18 gives that the 

two are identical if fi^ = to and

(3.20)

3.2.4 Sensitivity to A j^

The sensitivity to Ajjg  is examined using the param eterization given in equa

tion 5.2 at = 10 GeV^. This is based on an all order QCD calculation by 

K apusta [33] which introduces a cut-off param eter to separate the VMD and 

perturbative QCD parts as discussed above. This cutoff, p j, is in the p j  of the 

quarks at the target 'yqq vertex.

There are four curves shown in figure 3.5. Two represent changing Ajjg,  for a 

fixed p°, over a reasonable range [34] and two varying p°, for a fixed The

values of and pj for each curve are given in 3.21.

(a) =  0.1 GeV

(b) Ajg^ =  0.5 GeV

(c) p? =  0 .lG eV

(d) pO =  1.0 GeV

p° =  0.5 GeV

► A]gg =  0.2 GeV

(3.21)

As can be seen the difference between curves (a) and (b) (where is varied) is 

similar to that between (c) and (d) (where p° is varied). Since p° is theoretically 

uncertain to the extent varied, this clearly precludes any sensitive measurement 

of within this param eterization in this range. No such measurement has 

been attem pted in this thesis, and Ajg^ has been set to 200 MeV.
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Chapter 4

Event Selection

This chapter describes the selection of single tagged two photon events starting 

from an offline software preselection. The remaining backgrounds (after applying 

all the cuts) are estim ated. A m easurement of the trigger efflciency is made using 

the final data sample. Finally a consistency check is presented where the data 

taken in the year 1991 is compared with tha t taken in 1990.

4.1 E vent Selection .

The event selection process starts with an online preselection (called PH Y Sl). A 

series of cuts are then applied to these preselected events to assure both that the 

information used is of good quality and tha t, as far as possible, the final selected 

events are single tagged two photon events.

4.1.1 P H Y S l Selection

W ithin online ROPE there is a loose physics preselection called PHYSl which is 

designed to pick out events which will be of interest to the various analysis groups 

in OPAL. These events are w ritten to disk on the SHIFT [35] processor farm 

where they are easily accessible using the standard OPAL analysis framework

49
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MAW [36, 37].

The physics preselection cuts used to identify potential tagged two photon can

didates are:

• A tag of greater than 15 GeV in either forward calorimeter.

•  Number of tracks >  2. Track quality cuts are similar to those given in 

table 4.2.

The PHYSl preselected events from 1990 and 1991 data  are plotted in Figure 4.1 

which shows the distribution of the events in the dimensionless missing momen

tum  variables k i  and defined by

TAG  I _  T R A C K S

and

Here, is the transverse momentum of the tagged lepton with respect to the

beam, Pl ^ ^ ^  is the component of the tag momentum along the beam direction, 

p^TR A C K S  -g the component of the to tal momentum of the good quality (see 

section 4.1.2) charged tracks along the beam direction, and pr^^  is the component 

of the total transverse momentum of the charged tracks in the plane defined by 

the tag and the beam (called the tag plane).

The tagged two photon events are expected to be in the region k j  — 0 because the 

Pt  of the unseen electron is lim ited to ~  2 GeV/c. They are also expected to lie 

close to k i  =  0, as the momentum of an assumed missing electron has been added 

to the visible pi-  The peak near the origin thus represents the tagged two-photon 

signal, with the peak close to A;t =  1 being background. One candidate for this 

background is that of tags caused by off momentum beam particles randomly 

in conjunction with ordinary hadronic events (either decays or untagged two
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Figure 4.1: D istribution of events in scaled missing momenta kx 

and hi.
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Figure 4.2: The energy distribution for the positron in potential 

Bhabha events.

photon events). These off m om entum  beam e^ can also be seen in Bhabha events. 

In figure 4.2 the energy in the left side forward calorimeter has been plotted for 

all events which have been selected by OPAL forward detector luminosity triggers 

and which have a left side tube cluster (and are thus well contained). The effect 

of the luminosity triggers is to pick out events which have ^^15 GeV clusters in 

both forward detectors. There are two clear peaks visible; a bhabha peak near 

45 GeV and an off m om entum  background peak near 25 GeV.

From this we would expect our off momentum background to be in the region 

k i  0.5, as the off m om entum  peak occurs at about E b e a m I ‘̂ i and k j  — I li the 

hadronic system is balanced. The background visible in figure 4.1 should therefore 

be removed by a high tag energy cut. Figure 4.3(a) shows the above distribution 

after cutting on the tag energy such tha t E t a g  >  0 . 7 E b e a m  and figure 4.3(b) 

shows the events that fail this tag energy cut. The background behaviour is thus 

shown to be consistent with a random off momentum tag together with a hadronic 

system balanced in pr  and pi .

The figures 4.1, 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show that a large part of the background to 

the tagged two photon events can be removed by a tag energy cut of E j a g  >
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Figure 4.3: D istribution of events in scaled missing momenta 

kx  and A:/,which a) pass and b) fail a high tag energy cut of 

E tag > 0.7Eb e a m -
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E b e a m -  a  further cut on the polar angle S t a g  is applied to the tagged electron,

47 < Otag < 120mrad.

This Stag cut ensures tha t the tag is restricted to the well understood region of 

the forward detector, and thus tha t is well measured. A histogram comparing 

the for 1990 data with 1991 data is shown in figure 4.7(d). Further cuts 

are needed to ensure both tha t the information we use is reliable and tha t the 

sample contains minimum amounts of other types of background. These cuts are 

described in the next two sections.

4.1.2 Quality Cuts.

Each subdetector provides a status word for every event which provides informa

tion on whether the detector is working properly. The values of the status word 

and the meanings attached are summarized in table 4.1. We require tha t the 

status of the FD, EB and CJ are all >  2 and the track trigger status is 3. This 

defines a sample of events for which the main subdetectors used in the analysis 

are working well and are providing reliable information.

Status Meaning

0 Detector is dead

1 Detector is unreliable

2 Detector has small problems

3 Detector is 100%

Table 4.1: Detector status word and meanings.

is calculated from the measured Ot a g  and E t a g  (equation 1.3), but to calcu

late X we need to measure the invariant mass W  (equation 1.4) of the hadronic 

system. In double tagging this might be done by measuring the angles and ener

gies of both detected electrons, but in the single tagging case we must measure
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it from the detected hadrons. When this is done using tracking information only, 

the subscript track  is added {xtracki When electromagnetic cluster in

formation is also used the subscript vis  is used (xyis,Wyis)- Cuts are needed to 

ensure tha t the tracks and clusters tha t are used are of “good quality” .

Tracks

Table 4.2 shows the cuts to ensure tha t all tracks used are of good quality. For 

each track we wish to ensure tha t it is well measured and thus,

• a minimum number of Jet chamber hits { ^ hus) on the track is demanded,

• a minimum angle of the track (| cos | ) is demanded,

• the track must have a minimum pT with respect to the beam.

It is also desirable to reject tracks due to je t chamber sparking, beam wall inter

actions, beam gas interactions and backscatter in the solenoid from the particles 

that have already left the chamber. It is therefore demanded that the track ap

pears to have come from the interaction point. Cuts are made on Zo, the apparent 

z from which the track originated, do, the apparent perpendicular distance from 

the interaction point in the x-y plane from which the track originated, and RFirat 

the radius of the first wire hit on the measured track.

Charged Tracks ^Hita > 20

C O S  $T r < 0.97

Pt > 0.1 GeV/c

^First <  75 cm

|do| < 2.5 cm

| z q | < 50 cm

Table 4.2: Quality cuts applied to the tracks.

Electrom agnetic C lusters in the Lead Glass
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The cuts to ensure that only good quality neutral clusters are used are shown in 

table 4.3. We wish to ensure that any clusters used are not due to either badly 

calibrated blocks or noisy electronics. A list of blocks which are know to be noisy 

(or “hot” ) has been compiled, together with roughly how noisy they are, and each 

cluster is compared with this list. A cluster associated with a noisy block, and 

which is close in energy to the estim ated noise, is not used in the analysis. The 

energy of a cluster is corrected to take account of energy deposited in the material 

in front of the lead glass, which leads to a large correction for clusters with small 

deposited energy Eraw, so we also make a cut on the raw cluster energy. For a 

cluster in the Electromagnetic Endcap (EE), which has a non pointing geometry 

(see section 2.3), we demand a minimum number of blocks (NBlocks) in the cluster 

with no single block having more than FrMAX% of the (raw) cluster energy.

Track-CIuster M atching

If we use a track in our analysis it would be double counting to also use a cluster 

in the electromagnetic calorimeter tha t was produced by the impact of the same 

particle. Thus if a track is of good quality an a ttem pt is made to match it to a 

cluster. A loop over all the good quality neutral clusters in the event is performed 

and if a cluster is within a cone of half-angle 77 radians then it is matched to the 

track. In the event of there being two such clusters within the cone then the 

cluster closest in angle to the track endpoint is chosen.

In summary:

• Only good quality tracks are used in the analysis.

• Only good quality clusters which are not associated with any tracks are 

used.

• One track is associated with a maximum of one cluster.
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All Electromagnetic Eranj > 0.17 GeV

clusters Cluster is not “hot”

Cluster is not associated with a track

EE clusters ^Blocks  >  2

E t m a x  =  99%

Track/Cluster

Matching

7] = 0.1 rad

Table 4.3: Quality cuts applied to the neutral clusters and the 

track-cluster association cone.

4.1.3 Final Selection.

There are lots of backgrounds to the tagged m ultiperipheral events shown in 1.1 

still remaining after the initial preselection and quality cuts. Further cuts have 

been applied to ensure tha t the remaining possible backgrounds shown in fig

ure 4.4 are minimized . These consist of annihilation events, radiative bhabhas 

or leptonic two photon events. This section discusses the various cuts to remove 

each type in turn. The final selection cuts are summarized in table 4.4.

Section 4.1.1 showed tha t the cut on E t a g  removes the background seen in fig

ure 4.1. Further kinematic cuts are also made on the p j  of the events, but these 

cuts are not very “hard” (figures 4.8(a) and (b)). To further reduce the number 

of remaining annihilation events (figures 4.4(c), 4.4(d) and 4.4(e)) a maximum 

Wyis cut is made.

As we are specifically interested in single tag events, an antitag cut is made which 

demands that no high energy cluster is seen in the opposite hemisphere from the 

tag. This removes any double tag events from the sample and also cuts down on
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any background from the radiative Bhabha type backgrounds shown figure 4.4(b) 

(these are also referred to as inelastic Compton scattering diagrams).

The backgrounds from the tagged two photon sample where two leptons are 

produced in place of two quarks (see figure 4.4(a)) are removed by a cut on the 

charged multiplicity of the event. As we are interested in hadronic events we 

demand that at least one track is likely to be a hadron by not positively being 

identified as a lepton. Muons are identified by the track being associated with 

hits in the muon chambers and electrons by using d E /d x  information from the 

je t chamber. It is not possible to fully discriminate against +  T+T"

and the amount of this background is estim ated by Monte Carlo (see chapter 5).

To ensure reasonable trigger efficiencies we demand at least two tracks with a high 

reconstructed pr- One track must have pr  > I GeV and another must have pT > 

0,5 GeV. A cut is made to ensure tha t Wyis is away from the resonance region 

so tha t the complicated structure in this region does not have to be modelled. 

To reduce any remaining beam-gas background it is demanded tha t the primary 

track vertex is reconstructed near to the interaction point in the z direction.

In 18.43pb“  ̂ of data 596 events pass these cuts.

4.2 E stim ation  o f R em ain ing B ackgrounds

As well as the e ' ^ e ~ - ^ e ^ e ~ background, mentioned above, there is the pos

sibility tha t some other background events remains in the sample. The possible 

sources are considered below.

4.2.1 e~̂ e -^hadrons

There is a small probability tha t a hadronic decay could satisfy the two- 

photon selection criteria; however the resonant enhancement at the peak makes

this problem potentially more serious at LEP than at previous colliders.
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Multiplicity 1 track with p j  > 1 GeV

plus >  1 track with pT > 0.5 GeV

> 3 charged tracks

Kinematics Pt Tag p^iN  <  6 GeV

PT^^'i' < 4 GeV

2.5 < Wyis < 40 GeV

Vertex W ithin 10cm of the interaction point

Antitag No electromagnetic cluster with E  > 0.25 x E b e a m

in hemisphere opposite tag

Table 4.4: Cuts on global variables to remove backgrounds.

is defined in section and and is the to tal pr  of the

charged tracks perpendicular to the tag plane .
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a b)

Figure 4.4: Backgrounds for the process e'^e —>e‘*'e -\-hadrons.
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This has been investigated using a sample of approximately 560,000 Monte Carlo 

events simulated with the JETSET package [38]. The tag energy cut and the 

charged-track pr  requirements reject these events very effectively, with only eleven 

surviving the final two-photon selection. Scaling to the total m ultihadron sample 

of 410,000 [39] gives the following estim ated background,

• Three events survive in the low-Ç^ range all in the lowest x bin, giving an 

estim ated background of 2.2 ± 1 .3  events.

• The remaining eight events all appear in the high-Q^ region with the x 

distribution as shown in table 4.5.

X bin

Surviving 

MC events

Background events 

per multihadron

Estim ated

background

O.O-O.l 6 (1.1 ± 0 .4 ) X 10-^ 4.40 ±  1.60

0.1-0.2 1 (1.8 ± 1 .8 ) X 10-® 0.72 ±  0.72

0.2-0.3 1 (1.8 ± 1 .8 ) X 10-® 0.72 ±  0.72

Table 4.5: Monte Carlo estim ate of multihadronic background 

for > 8 GeV^

4.2.2 e'^e - T r '^ r

As in the hadronic case, tau pairs produced in decay can in principle fake 

tagged two-photon events. An analysis of 72000 such events produced with the 

KORALZ generator [40] found no events satisfying our selection cuts; as the 

efficiency corrected total number of r + r "  events taken by OPAL is approximately

23,000 [39] in 1990 and 1991, the actual background is negligible.
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4.2.3 Non-m ultiperipheral e'^e~—>e' ê~ +  hadrons

There are several processes other than the multiperipheral diagram of fig 1.1 

which can give rise to the same final state. These processes have been studied 

using the Monte Carlo generator FERMISV [41]. The largest contribution arises 

from so-called “inelastic Compton scattering” [42], shown in fig 4.4(b). The 

resulting background is estim ated as (0.4 ±  0.2)% of the multiperipheral cross- 

section, or 2.4 ± 1 .2  events. The distribution of these events follows that 

of the m ultiperipheral sample; they are uniformly distributed in x between the 

values of 0.2 and 0.7. The effect of interference between the multiperipheral and 

inelastic Compton diagrams is found to be much less than the inelastic Compton 

cross-section, and can safely be neglected.

4.2.4 Beam -gas events

Background events arising from interactions with residual gas in the beam pipe 

would have their vertex position uniformly distributed along the beam axis. By 

moving the cut on the prim ary vertex out to ±50cm from the interaction point we 

adm it four more events into the sample. Thus the estim ated background under 

the ± 10cm region is 1 ±  0.5 events.

4.3 Trigger Efficiency

Before we compare the data with the Monte Carlo (section 6.2) or indeed with 

itself (section 4.4) the trigger efficiency must be calculated. A list of the particu

larly relevant triggers for tagged two photon events and their descriptions is given 

in table 4.6. The triggers R(L)CALLO, TB M l, EBTOTLO and EER(L)LO do 

not cause the event to be read out but the coincidence (TBM l .OR. EBTOTLO 

.OR. EERLO .OR. EELLO) .AND. (RCALLO .OR. LCALLO) does. All the 

other triggers cause OPAL to read out.
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Trigger

R(L)CALLO

FDHIOR

TBM l

TM3

EBTOTLO

EER(L)LO

EBTPHI

EER(L)TPH

TPTT TO

TPTTEM

TPTOEM

Description

> 15 GeV deposited in right (left) forward calorimeter

> 35 GeV deposited in either forward calorimeter 

One track in the barrel region cos 6 < 0.7

> 3 tracks in the central detector

>  4 GeV in the electromagnetic barrel (EB)

>  4 GeV in the right (left) electromagnetic endcap (EE)

>  2.5 GeV in one EB $ — (f> bin

>  2.5 GeV in one EE 0 — 4> bin 

coincidence between TOE hit and a track 

coincidence between EB or EE deposit and a track 

coincidence between EB or EE deposit and a TOE hit

Table 4.6: A sum m ary of the mnemonics of the OPAL triggers 

involved in triggering tagged two photon events. The coinci

dences mentioned occur between hits/deposits in the same 6 — (f) 

bin. A TOE hit is a hit in the Tim e Of Flight counter.
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4.3.1 Efficiency Calculation

To estim ate the efficiency of a particular trigger it is necessary either to model it 

with Monte Carlo or to compare it with another independent trigger. If we look 

at two independent triggers 1 and 2 which both are sufficient to cause readout 

(by independent we mean that the chance of 2 firing is unaffected by whether 1 

has fired or not) then there are four classes of events; neither has fired, 1 only 

has fired, 2 only has fired and both have fired. The efficiency of each trigger is 

then calculated from events which fall into the la tter three classes. If 1 only has 

triggered rii events in the final sample and 2 only has triggered ri2  events and 

both have triggered on n i2 events then the efficiency of trigger 1 (ei) is:

1̂ =  (4.1)
Ui2 T f̂ 2

The efficiency of 2 can be calculated in an analogous manner. If every event fires 

at least one of the two triggers (and assuming tha t an event tha t fires neither is 

not recorded) then the total trigger efficiency can be be estimated:

^Total  — (4,2)
^12 T ^ 2/ \  Ui2 +

4.3.2 Efficiency Estim ation from the D ata

As said above our events can either be trigger-selected by

• The tag in the forward detector generating an FDHIOR trigger.

•  The hadronic activity generating various central track and/or calorimeter 

triggers (such as TPTTEM , EBTPHI, EEL(R)TPH , TPTO EM , TPTTTO , 

TM3)

• The coincidence (TBM l OR. EBTOTLO .OR. EERLO OR. EELLO) 

.AND. (RCALLO .OR. LCALLO)

In our final sample of analysis events, either RCALLO or LCALLO fires on every 

event. Thus we never pick up the presence of a tag only from the reconstructed
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energy in the Forward Calorimeter and our measured efficiency for this trigger is 

1 (or 100%). As R(L)CALLO is measured to be 100% efficient then the triggers 

TB M l, EBTOTLO and EER(L)LO are each sufficient to cause OPAL to read 

out for tagged two photon events.

We need independent triggers to calculate our trigger efficiency so we form the 

logical OR. of all the central triggers (triggering off the hadronic activity) listed 

in table 4.6 (ie all bar R(L)CALLO AND FDHIOR) and call this the CENTRL 

trigger. We then look at the subset of events which has been selected by this 

trigger and the subset of events which has been selected by the FDHIOR trig

ger. The reason tha t we form the logical OR. is that even though some of the 

central triggers are electronically independent, they are not necessarily physically 

independent. For instance the trigger TPTOEM  is electronically independent of 

TB M l. However it guarantees tha t a high energy charged particle has gone into 

the barrel region, which biases the estim ate of the TBM l trigger efficiency.

The FDHIOR trigger was only installed late in 1990, which means tha t a rea

sonably efficient stand alone trigger tha t is independent of the central hadronic 

system was not available in tha t year. It is therefore assumed we can measure the 

1990 trigger efficiency using the 1991 data, ie tha t the measured 1991 CENTRL 

efficiency is also the to tal 1990 trigger efficiency. This assumption is tested as far 

as possible and discussed later in this section.

If we call the number of events in the 1991 data with only the CENTRL trigger 

fired A, the number with CENTRL and FDHIOR fired B, and the number with 

only FDHIOR fired C, then the respective efficiencies are calculated from the 

numbers in fig 4.5 and are given in table 4.7.

The variation of the 1991 total efficiency and the CENTRL(1990) efficiency is 

shown as a function of Xyis in figure 4.6. As both efficiencies are consistent with 

being flat, no ^-dependent correction to the efficiency is made.

Checks were made to test the assumption that the 1990 CENTRL efficiency was 

the same as in 1991. Even though the triggers forming this logical OR. are
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F D H I O R  a n d  C E N T R L
C E N T R L  o n l y F D H I O R  o n l y

(B)

1 09 265

Figure 4.5: Venn diagram showing events which fall into cate

gories A,B,C for 1991 data.

Equation Efficiency(%)

CENTRL (1990) 

FDHIOR 

1991 Total

B
B + C

B
B + A

 ̂ ( l  B + c ) ( ^  S + a )

96.4 ±  1.1

70.8 ± 2 .1

98.9 ±  0.4

Total (  0.989 •" 0 .9 64 ) 98.0 ± 0 .7

Table 4.7: Measured and estim ated trigger efficiencies. There 

are 384 events from 1991 and 212 from 1990 data  taking. The 

CENTRL efficiency is also the 1990 estim ated efficiency.
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Figure 4.6: Trigger Efficiency against Xyig. The trigger efficien

cies given in table 4.7 are drawn as lines on the plot.
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not truly independent for our sample the “efficiencies” of the triggers can be 

measured in the same way as in equation 4.1. The results for the two samples 

are compared in table 4.3.2 and are in broad agreement. Thus we assume that 

the 1990 efficiency is indeed 96.4 ±  1.1%.

Efficiency of “Measured by” (%)

Trigger year TBM l TPTTEM TPTT TO TPTO EM EETPHI

TBM l 1991 X 85.4±2.4 94.2±1.3 95.1±1.8 66.04:6.1

1990 X 84.9±3.5 92.7±1.8 93.5±2.7 60.04:14.4

TPTTEM  1991 49.7T2.8 X 85.4±2.4 81.3±3.0 82.0445.0

1990 42.2±4.0 X 92.4±2.7 84.4±3.8 80.04:11.7

TPTT TO  1991 93.9±1.3 49.8±2.8 X 97.2±1.4 58.04:6.6

1990 95.6±1.5 44.5±3.8 X 97.44:1.8 60.0±14.4

TPTO EM  1991 41.5±3.0 60.9±3.3 42.6±3.0 X 40.0±7.9

1990 38.9±4.2 70.7±4.3 39.3±2.7 X 50.0±15.8

EETPHI 1991 10.0T4.7 21.3±5.2 8.8±4.8 13.9±6.7 X

1990 3.3±7.0 8.7±9.2 3.2± 6.9 6.5±10.3 X

Table 4.8: Comparison of some of the triggers which make 

up the CENTRL trigger in 1991 and 1990. EETPH I =  

EERTPH.OR.EELTPH

4.3.3 Trigger Efficiency from M onte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo used to simulate the OPAL detector [43], has a passive trigger 

simulation (ie the result is simulated, but it is not acted upon) built into it. 

The efficiency of the CENTRL trigger for the various Monte Carlos is shown in 

table 4.9. Obviously there is a discrepancy between the Monte Carlo simulation 

of the trigger efficiency and the data measured efficiency. This is most probably
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due to the real detector having faults which have not been included in the Monte 

Carlo.

Monte Carlo 

QCD

VMD Pointlike 

VMD peripheral 

cc

Efficiency (%) 

100 

100 

99.8 

100 

100

total 100.0

Table 4.9: Various Monte Carlo trigger efficiencies, which are 

calculated by comparing the number of events which pass the 

final selection cuts with the subset of those events which has 

fired the CENTRL trigger. The FDHIOR trigger has not been 

simulated.

As the Monte Carlo simulation is passive no error on the unfolded structure 

function is assigned because of the discrepancy. The system atic error due to 

variation of cuts is considered in section 7.2.1 and this will contain an element 

due to bad Monte Carlo simulation of the OPAL detector.

4.4 D ata  S elf C on sisten cy

In this analysis data is taken from two years - 1990 and 1991 - and compared 

to check that the data is self-consistent and understood. The number of events, 

luminosities and trigger efficiency corrected number of events for each year are 

given in table 4.4. The errors on the two luminosities are taken from [39, 44]. 

The number of 1991 events normalized to the 1990 luminosity is also given and 

it can be see that the two samples agree very well.
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Year

(A.D.)

No. of 

Events

Luminosity

(pb-^)

Corrected No. 

of Events

Norm, to 

1990 Lumi.

1990 212 6.67 ± 0 .05 219.9 -

1991 384 11.76 ± 0 .08 388.3 220.2

Total 596 18.43 ± 0 .13 608.2 -

Table 4.10: Comparison of number of events and integrated lu

minosities in 1990 and 1991. The corrected number includes the 

trigger efficiency correction.

Various distributions from each year are shown in figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. 

In every plot the 1991 data is shown in the solid histogram, normalized to the 

1990 luminosity, and the 1990 data is plotted as the dashed histogram. Each dis

tribution is plotted with all the analysis cuts applied except cuts on the quantity 

being plotted. In tha t case the arrows represent the cuts on tha t quantity.

In figure 4.7 we can see various distributions concerned with the tag. The nor

malized tag energy distributions agree very well. The feature near 50 mrad in 

figure 4.7(b) is a known coordinate distortion which is also modelled in the Monte 

Carlo. This leads to the local fluctuation of events at low (figure 4.7(d)) in 

1990, but the perturbation is sufficiently local that the physics should not be af

fected. Figure 4.7(c) shows tha t the calorimeter calibration is consistent between 

the two years.

The Pt  distributions shown in figure 4.8 are reasonably compatible, (fig

ure 4.8(a)) is the summed px in the plane of the tag and the beam, with the 

additional /C, V  indicating charged tracks only or charged tracks and electromag

netic cluster information respectively being used. The px of the tag is defined 

as positive, which explains the offset from 0 seen in figure 4.8(a). The summed 

P x  out of the tag plane is plotted in figures 4.8(b) and (d) with the symbols
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/v, V  having the same meaning as above. These plots indicate that the hadronic 

acceptance is roughly the same in both years.

In figures 4.9(a) and (d) the neutral energy (ie total electromagnetic energy not 

associated with tracks) and neutral multiplicity are plotted. There are some signs 

that there is less energy in 1990 (coupled with a smaller multiplicity) but this 

does not lead to a significant discrepancy in the Xŷ s distribution (figure 4.10(d)). 

The energy of the highest energy cluster in the hemisphere opposite the tag is 

plotted in figure 4.9(b).

The W  and x distributions are shown in figure 4.10 and they agree well.
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Chapter 5

M onte Carlo Sim ulation

Two Monte Carlo programs are used to generate events which are used both in 

the unfolding of our da ta  and to compare with various measured variables from 

our data. These are a QED matrix-element Monte Carlo program written by 

Vermaseren [45, 46, 47] (which shall be referred to as the “Vermaseren” generator) 

and F2GEN [48], a new Monte Carlo program which generates events according 

to chosen formulae for F2(a:, Q^). These both generate four fermion (two electrons 

and a quark-antiquark (or tau-tau) fermion pair) final states which are allowed to 

fragment by using the LUND string model [49, 50] as implemented in the JETSET 

Monte Carlo(version 6.3). These fragmented events are then passed through the 

OPAL detector simulation Monte Carlo GOPAL [43], and then exactly the same 

analysis program is run on them  as is run on the real data (see chapter 4). Further 

details of these two generators are described in the next two sections.

5.1 V erm aseren

This is a QED m atrix element Monte Carlo program based on an exact calcu

lations of figures 5.1(a) and (b). It includes suitable quark masses, charges and 

colours in order to run as a quark parton model (QPM) generator'.
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a) b)

Figure 5.1: Diagrams for e'^e +  hadrons calculated by

the Vermaseren generator.

5.2 F 2G E N

A new Monte Carlo program F2GEN has been developed to generate events 

according to chosen formulae for F2(a:,Q^). It is adapted from TW OGEN which 

is based on the transverse-transverse two-photon luminosity generator developed 

by Langeveld [51] for analysis of two-photon data from the T P C /27 experiment. 

The total cross section, given in 3.1, is approximated using only the transverse- 

transverse [œtt) term  with cttt given in terms of F 2(a;, P^) as:

47T̂ Q
(Ttt  =

Q‘
(5.1)

The electron, positron and two photons are generated first using the luminosity 

generator. If the event passes certain cuts (minimum and maximum tag an

gle, minimum tag energy and minimum center-of-mass energy of the two-photon 

system W )  a quark-antiquark state is generated, with mass W  and a pointlike 

(QPM) angular distribution in the two-photon centre of mass. The quark flavour 

is chosen by a {charge^  weighting.
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As a check, F2GEN has been compared with the predictions of Vermaseren.

5.3 M onte Carlo Sam ples

In generating samples for comparison with the data it is necessary to combine a 

number of contributions:

QCD

There are numerous formulae for F2  on the market which could be used in F2GEN. 

The “all order QCD” approach of Kapusta [33] has been chosen, as parametrised 

in a recent AMY paper [12],

F2{x ,Q'^) = — - x )  +
^ <7 I t.

_ o ( z ) _
+ C/(x) [• VK

where a(x), /(a:), C, Ymax and Yc are defined as.

(5.2)

For the entire x region.

a{x) =  +  (1 — x Y ,  (5.3)

/ ( z )  =  2 In -  a: -  (5.4)

=  3 3 - 2 7 V /

(;%:) '
K  =  In ( ^ )  . (5.7)

tc = [ml +  (p?)^]/(l -  x). (5.8)

The change in the behaviour of the structure function at close to 1 GeV^ 

[52, 53, 54, 55] is built into this model by setting a cutoff in pt, the transverse 

momentum of the virtual quark at the target photon vertex. The pointlike be

haviour of the QCD formula is assumed to apply to all > pj, but a separate
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part must be added to the cross section to allow for the hadron-like behaviour 

of the target photon for pt < p^. This extra contribution is assumed to be 

param etrised by the Vector Meson Dominance model (see section 3.2.1). 

was set to 200 MeV.

V M D

The Vector Meson Dominance contribution uses the F2GEN Monte Carlo with 

the structure function formula

F 2 {x ) /a  =  A x “{l -  x f  -̂  ̂+ B ( l  -  x ) \  (5.9)

with A = 0.22, B =  0.06, a =  0.31,6 =  2.5, m otivated by studies of the pion 

structure function [14]. This has been shown by the T P C /27 experiment [6] to 

be a reasonable approximation to the observed distributions at low Q^.

A quark-antiquark pair is generated in a similar way to the QCD events. In 

previous analyses the angular distribution of the quarks in the 7 7  cent re  of mass 

has been taken to be a m ixture of either pointlike, with a QPM type scattering, or 

peripheral with limited transverse m om entum  in the two-photon centre of mass 

(average pr = 300 MeV. This scale is chosen to represent the average pr  of a 

quark in a meson). The to tal amount of the VMD contribution is kept constant 

but the data  is fitted by varying the num ber /■point where /point is the weight given 

to the generated pointlike VMD events, and 1 — /point is the weight given to the 

generated peripheral VMD events.

QPM

Charmed quark (e"'‘e“ — 4- cc) and tan lepton (e‘̂ e“ — -|- r ‘̂ r“ ) events 

are generated with the Vermaseren Monte Carlo., i.e. assuming that the heavy 

quark behaves according to QPM at these modest values, and tha t the tan 

lepton behaves according to QED. These contributions are referred to as cc and 

r ‘̂ r~ throughout this thesis. QPM events are also generated in order to compare 

Vermaseren and F2CEN. This comparison is discussed below.
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5.4 C om parison o f F 2G E N  and V erm aseren

In order to be sure tha t the F2GEN generator gives the proper normalization 

and distributions we have compared it with the Vermaseren generator. In the 

comparison F2GEN has been run with both a dependent formula for F2 in the 

quark parton model (QPM) [56],

3 «(E i e f ) x
7T

(x'  ̂ +  (1 -  In

— 2(1 — 3x “t" 3x^^ -|-

(m2 +  P'^x{l -  x)) 
mg{l -\-2x — 2x'^)
(m j — p2(a;2 — x)) 

and with a P^ independent QPM formula for F 2 [15],

(5.10)

7T
{x  ̂ +  (1 -  i )^ ) ln  ( ^ ( ““ ^ ) )  +  8^(1 -  a:) -  1

(5.11)

where rriq is the relevant quark mass ( ~  0.35 GeV for light (uds) quarks).

100,000 events were generated with Vermaseren (running in QPM mode producing 

UÜ events) and 200,000 with F2GEN (100,000 P^ dependent and 100,000 P^ 

independent) with some loose cuts (a tag of E t a g  > 20 GeVis demanded between 

40 <  Ot a g  < 130 mrad). The beam energy in both cases was 45.6 GeV. To ensure 

tha t both generators were accessing the same phase space (which is similar to that 

accessed in our final sample of events) tighter cuts were applied to the generated 

samples, namely:-

a) E t a g  > 0.7 * E b e a m  • E t a g  is the energy of the tag.

b) NTRK > 2 : NTRK is the number of final state  charged particles (not 

including the final state electrons)

c) Wyis > 2.5 : Wyis is the invariant mass of all the particles (charged and 

neutral).

d) 0.47 <  Ot a g  < 0.120 : Ot a g  is the angle of the tag.

e) Restrict F2GEN to uv, events
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The cross section results are presented in table 5.1. Ncen is the number of events 

generated with a cross section croen to give 100,000 events satisfying loose cuts, 

and Ncuts is the number of events tha t result from applying the above listed, 

tighter cuts. The cross section crcuts is derived from the formula:

Ncuts
^Cuts — ^Gen ^

Noen

Sample Ncen ^Gen (pb ) Ncuts ^Cuts (pb )

Vermaseren 2,058,790 1805.238 41998 36.83

F2GEN F2(x, 125,466 121.79 37433 36.33

Table 5.1: Comparing F2GEN and Vermaseren outputs.

In overall cross section, the generators differ by 1.4 ±0.7%  where the error is sta

tistical only. F2GEN was run 10 times producing 10,000 independent events 

each time. The resulting scatter of cross sections had a  =  1.6% which, if we 

assume it is made up of the statistical error (1%) and a systematic error added in 

quadrature, leads to an estim ate of the systematic error of 1.3% for the F2GEN 

generator. Assigning this 1.3% as a systematic error due to the technical preci

sion of the F2GEN Monte Carlo, means that Vermaseren and F2GEN agree to 

within the combined statistical and systematic error of 1.5%. Another correction 

applied is a kinematic correction to take into account the difference between a 

dependent F2 and a independent F2. A further cut must be applied to 

limit the events to single tagging. This is applied to the final state electron or 

positron which is not selected as the tag (thus the subscript antitag) and mimics 

the anti tagging cut discussed in section 4.1.3.

f) ^antitag  ^  0.04 radianS .OR. ^  0.25  ̂ EbeaM'

The cross sections are compared in table 5.2. The normalization difference is:
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Sample Ncen ^Gen (pb ) Ncuts crCuts (pb )

F2GEN F2(a ;,Q ^ P ") 125,466 121.79 37433 34.42

F2GEN F2(x ,Q2) 124389 137.07 38007 36.31

Table 5.2: Comparing F2GEN dependent and indepen

dent QPM outputs.

^ 2(3:, Q^)qpm  _  34.42 _
3 6 .3 1 "  '

and this is applied as a correction to the QCD component of the Monte Carlo 

(see section 5.4). This is not applied to the VMD component of our Monte Carlo 

sample since:

• it is not clear tha t a QPM based correction has any validity in this case.

• The precise normalization of this VMD sample is uncertain to much more 

than the possible correction.

We must also ask if there is any shape difference between the distributions from 

the generators, particularly in Xtme- The distributions are compared in fig

ures 5.2(a) and (b). As the data  have been split into two regions (see sec

tion 6.2) the generators have also been compared in these two Q^bands. The Xtme 

histograms comparing Vermaseren and F2GEN(P^ dependent QPM) in the two 

regions are shown in figure 5.3. The agreement between the histograms in 

term s of are given in table 5.3. Similarly the Xtme histograms for F2GEN(P^ 

dependent QPM) and F2GEN(P^ independent QPM) are shown, with the an

titag  cut (f) described above applied, in figure 5.4, with the relevant again 

given in table 5.3.

In both ranges, and for both the Vermaseren/F2GEN(P^ dependent QPM) 

and the F2GEN(P^ dependent)/F2G E N (P^ independent) comparisons, the 

are acceptable. The precise agreement between Vermaseren and F2GEN(P^ de-
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Figure 5.2: The distributions from the generators a) Ver

maseren and F2GEN(P^ dependent QPM ), and b) F 2GEN(P^ 

dependent QPM) and F2GEN(P^ independent QPM).

Q^band Q ^ < 8  {GeW/cy >  8 ( G e V / c f

Figure

xV dof

Corrected %^/dof

5.3(a) 

10.6 /  6

5.4(a) 

6.9 /  6 

1.7 /  4

5.3(b) 

12.2 /  8

5.4(b) 

3.4 /  8 

1.3 /  6

Table 5.3: The for various figures. The corrected is 

achieved by applying a linear correction to the Monte Carlo 

generated with F2GEN using a P^ dependent F2.
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pendent) is not critical since the process of unfolding the data should give a result 

independent of the exact input Monte Carlo shape. However as a correction is 

applied to the QCD events, based on the difference between the dependent 

and independent versions of the F2GEN QPM generated events, any x depen

dent variation must also be included. The difference between the two F2GEN 

QPM histograms divided by the F2(a:, P ^ )g p ^  histogram is plotted in fig

ure 5.5. A straight line is fitted, and the resulting linear correction is applied to 

the F2 (x, Q^)qpj^ histogram. A corrected is calculated and given in table 5.3. 

As can be seen the correction is small but it is applied to the final unfolded 

F2(T ,0 ') .

In conclusion Vermaseren and F2GEN are consistent to within the estim ated 

error of 1.5%. A correction to the QCD events has to be applied to take account 

of the dependence of F2. This is mainly a normalization correction, but does 

have a small x  dependence.

5 . 5  In itia l S ta te  R ad iation

Neither the Vermaseren or F2GEN generators includes initial state radiation dia

grams in their calculations. The effect of this has been estim ated in [13] using 

the FERMISV [41] generator. The effect is estim ated to reduce the cross section 

of the multiperipheral diagram in 5.1 by 2.7 ±  1.8%. This correction is applied 

and the 1.8% assigned as a system atic error in the final unfolding.

5 . 6  M onte Carlo Sam ples G enerated

Details of the various Monte Carlo samples generated for use in this comparison, 

and in the unfolding (see chapter 7) are given in table 5.4. There are several 

points to note concerning this table:
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Figure 5.3: The Xtme distributions from the generators a) Ver

maseren and F2GEN(P^ dependent QPM) compared in the 

ranges a) 4 < <  8 GeV^ and b) 8 < < 30 GeV^.
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Figure 5.4: The Xtme distributions from the F2GEN generator 

with dependent and independent QPM parameterizations 

compared in the range a) 4 < < 8 GeV^ and b) 8 < <

30 GeVT
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Figure 5.5: x  dependent shape of the correction. This is the 

difference between the F2GEN dependent and indepen

dent histograms (after the 5% normalization correction has been 

applied) divided by the F2GEN P^ dependent one.



• The number of generated events corresponds to the number tha t pass the 

loose generator cuts described in section 5.5 above.

•  All the events have been passed though GOPAL. The number of events 

passing the full selection described in chapter 4 are given in table 5.5 (596 

data events passed these cuts).

• The 0.2(1 — æ) row under the VMD heading was generated with peripheral 

distribution described in section 5.4 above.

• The VMD pointlike and peripheral cross sections should be exactly the 

same. The difference of 0.3% is purely due to F2GEN systematics and is 

within the assigned system atic error of 1.3%.

• The event weight is just the data  integrated luminosity (18.43pb“-̂  J divided 

by the integrated luminosity for the relevant Monte Carlo.

•  The cross sections have not been corrected for dependence or initial 

state radiation. The numbers given in the corrected weight column include 

both these corrections and are used to produce the normalized numbers of 

events given in table 5.5.

The data is compared with the Monte Carlo sum

QCD +/point(VMD pointlike) +(1 -  /pomt)(VMD peripheral) -fee +  r + r "  

in the next chapter.
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Sample Generated ^Gen Integrated Event Corrected

No. Events (pb) Lumi (pb“ )̂ weight weight

F2GEN

QCD

rf  =  0.2 20,000 150.96 132.49 0.139 0.128

p? =  0.3 10,000 141.84 70.50 0.261 0.240

P? =  0.5 10,000 125.06 79.96 0.230 0.212

VMD

peripheral 10,000 103.15 96.95 0.190 0.185

pointlike 4,000 102.84 38.90 0.474 0.462

0.2(1 - x ) 10,000 125.63 79.60 0.232 0.226

Vermaseren

cc 3,000 158.07 165.06 0.112 0.109

r'^T~ 4,000 272.99 135.41 0.136 0.132

Table 5.4: Generated samples of Monte Carlo, See notes in the 

text for further discussion.
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Sample Events passing 

final cuts

Normalized to 

18.43pb-i

QCD p? =  0.2 3058 391.4

QCD p? =  0.3 1539 369.4

QCD p? =  0.5 1546 327.8

VMD peripheral 767 141.9

VMD pointlike 608 280.9

VMD 0.2(1 - x ) 711 160.7

cc 762 83.1

q-+T~ 218 28.8

Table 5,5: Monte Carlo events passing the full analysis cuts



Chapter 6 

Comparing the D ata w ith the 

M onte Carlo

The free parameters /point p? discussed in chapter 5, are estim ated from the 

data. The data is compared in two bands with the Monte Carlo sum of

QCD T VMD +  cc +  r + r

6.1 E stim atin g  P f  and f p o i n t

The method used is tha t of minimization in which there are two free pa

rameters; /point and pj. Varying the weights of the QCD events (Wqcd) given 

in table 5.4 is similar to varying p° in th a t a change in p° changes mostly the 

normalization and does not have a large effect on the shape of most distributions 

- see figure 6.1 where the samples have been normalized to the same number of 

events. Wqcd (or pj) is a less im portant param eter to extract from the data at this 

stage as the unfolding process (see chapter 7) should be insensitive to the precise 

pj used in the QCD Monte Carlo generation. However as both the VMD samples 

(peripheral and pointlike) are generated with the same F2(o:) the unfolding must

91
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of QCD Monte Carlos generated with 

different values of The solid line was generated with =  0.2,

the dashed with =  0,3 and the dotted with =  0.5

take /point as an input param eter.

This technique is described and then the fits are performed.

6.1.1 M inimization

If we are fitting a distribution which has events in the zth

bin of the data (with background subtracted), the Monte Carlo QCD, the nor

malized Monte Carlo VMD peripheral, VMD pointlike, cc and distributions
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respectively then the quantity tha t is minimized is

d, -  c. -  tj -x' =E (Td. )
(6.1)

where Wqcd is the QCD monte carlo weight. If we wish to fit to then Wqcd 

becomes a function of i  and pj Now we minimize with respect to

fpo in t  S - H d  W qcd'

V  - V f ' H D j  -  f p o i n t V f ' ^  -  W , a q , )  g

O fpoint

dx^ _  ^  —qijDi — fpointVf^^ — WqcdÇi) _  ^

(6.2)

(6.3)
dWqcd j

where and D{ =  di — C{ — ti — . From these two equations

we get the m atrix equation:

d i j

q ,V f'^  '' fpoint '  V t '^ D i  ''

qf /  ̂ Wqcd j Z (̂ 2  ̂ Qi D i y
(6.4)

For the error on our results we evaluate \  where pi are the param eters 

are fitting to. In this case:

1 ^

we

2 dfpoint^ 
1

qcd

=  E
i

=  E S i

at

1
2 dfpointdWqcd 

The inverse error m atrix is then:

E

(6.5)

(6.6) 

(6.7)
d.

/  'T T  'I""*' 'l
2 (6.8)

If this m atrix is inverted, then the leading diagonal contains the square of the 

errors on fpoint and Wqcd' The correlations are contained in the off diagonal 

elements and will certainly not be negligible. If fpdnt is increased towards 1 then 

Wqcd will decrease in order to preserve the overall normalization.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of some raw VMD distributions for 

peripheral (solid histogram) and pointlike (dashed histogram) 

scattering of the quarks in the 77 centre of mass.

6.1.2 Estim ating fpoint from the Data.

For this fit we would ideally like to use a distribution in which there is a large 

difference in shape between the VMD peripheral and VMD pointlike distributions. 

Several such potential distributions are shown in figures 6.2 and 6.3 and it can 

be seen that the most sensitive are probably the Xyis and Xtrack distributions. 

If however we fit to these distributions then we virtually guarantee that our 

unfolding result will be close to the F2(a:, Q^) used to generate the Monte Carlos. 

We would thus prefer to fit to another distribution less directly connected with 

F 2(T,Q:^).
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of some physics VMD distributions for 

peripheral (solid histogram) and pointlike (dashed histogram) 

scattering of the quarks in the 77 centre of mass.
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C O  3 0 0 0

o - G e\/=

Figure 6.4: p j  of all the good quality tracks for the Monte Carlo 

(solid histogram) and data (crosses), {fpoint = 0.0 and =  0.4)

In previous experiments [5] this fit has been to a distribution where the p j  of 

every track is put into a histogram, shown for our data  in figure 6.4. The Monte 

Carlo is a sum of normalized QCD(p° =  0.4) , VMD peripheral, cc and and 

thus fpoint =  0. However when we fit to this distribution we get an unphysical 

value for f p d n t  { /p o in t  should be between 0 and 1),

/p o in t  =  —1.1 ±  0.31,

(over 8 bins) and it can be seen tha t it is mainly the first bin tha t is difficult to fit. 

A further possibility is to fit using only the track with the maximum momentum 

in each event which hopefully is closely related to the initial quark direction. A 

histogram of is shown in figure 6.5, where p^^^ is the p^  out of the tag plane 

of the highest momentum track. The result of the fit is (again over 8 bins),

/p o in t  = —0.21 ±  0.18,

which is consistent with fpdnt =  0.

The fragmentation scheme used (LUND) has not been optimized for low Wyis 

and it might be hoped that if the Wyis cut were increased then the Monte Carlo
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1 O O / S  P3 0  1 r-i 1 1  ; 1 ^ 0  N / N / 1 D

Figure 6.5: (out of the plane of the tag and the beam) of

the highest momentum good quality track for the Monte Carlo 

(solid histogram) and data (crosses), [fpoint = 0.0 and = 0.4)

might better represent the data. The result of increasing the Wyis cut on the above 

measurements of fpomt is presented in table 6.1. It can be seen that increasing 

the Wyis cut to 10 GeV makes both measurements of fpoint consistent with each 

other and with fpomt = 0.

We now turn to fit some of the distributions shown in figure 6.2 and 6.3. The 

results of the various fits are shown in table 6.2. The QCD weight Wqcd was also 

allowed to vary to avoid the overall normalization forcing a particular value of 

fpomt lo be favoured. All of the stable measurements (ie ones that do not vary 

more than 1 s.d. when the region which is fitted is changed) of fpomt in this table 

are consistent with fpomt =  0. This is the value which we use in our unfolding 

and data/M onte Carlo comparison. In some sense it is difficult to square the use 

of a pointlike VMD part with the essentially soft nature of the model, and it is 

reassuring to see that it is not required by our data.
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W y i s  cut fpoin t

All tracks Highest p track

>  2.5 GeV

> 5.0 GeV

> 10.0 GeV

> 15.0 GeV

-1 .1  ±0 .31  -0 .21  ± 0 .18  

-1 .2  ± 0 .31  -0 .30  ±0 .21  

-0 .3 4  ± 0 .4 9  0.14 ±0 .41  

0.12 ± 0 .5 8  0.07 ± 0 .75

Table 6.1: fpoint from the tracking information as a function of

W,,is.

Variable Bin Range fpoin t Stable? Wqcd

Tag Energy 12-23 0.32 ± 0 .37 N 0.097 ±0.019

0 ' 2-12 0.20 ±  0.27 Y 0.104 ±0.015

Tag Theta 3-22 0.20 ±  0.27 Y 0.101 ±0.016

W y is 3-13 -0 .1 4  ± 0 .23 0.122 ± 0.012

Xy{s 1-8 0.01 ± 0 .15 0.113 ±0.011

^ tra ck s 3-9 tracks 0.92 ±  0.34 N 0.059 ±0.016

^ n eu tra ls 0-9 clusters 0.13 ± 0 .32 Y 0.106 ±0.016

Table 6.2: fpdnt from various measured distributions. The bin 

range is given from the first to the last bin that is involved in 

the fit. It is a stable answer if it does not change more than 1 

s.d. when the bin limits are varied.
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6.1.3 Fit to the QCD Cutoff Param eter p^.

The value of transverse momentum cutoff p® in the QCD model for F 2(a:, Q^) [33] 

can be extracted from the unfolded structure function. It would however be 

affected by the large errors introduced by the unfolding procedure and the reduced 

information available (ie number of bins over which to fit). We can also obtain p° 

by fitting the Monte Carlo Xyis distribution to the data (see figures 6.8 and 6.9) 

with the fixed fpoint established in section 6.1.2.

If we wish to fit directly to p° rather than just to the normalization then we need 

to calculate and minimize:

~  ~  ~  ~  (6 ,9 )

with respect to p°. This is the same as equation 6.1 with fpdnt = 0 and 

{Pt)• The data is background subtracted and trigger efficiency cor

rected; all the Monte Carlo samples are individually normalized to the integrated 

data luminosity with the weights given in table 5.4, leaving only to be varied.

The method of estim ating on a bin by bin basis is:-

• calculate the average Xtme, ' t̂me-, for each bin of Xda using the QCD Monte 

Carlo. A plot of Xtme vs. Xyis is given in figure 6.6 and the average Xtme 

for each Xyis bin is given in table 6.3.

• see how F 2(T) is affected by a change of pj. A plot of how F 2(x) at Xtme = 

0.28 is affected by varying p° over the range 0.1 to 1 is given in figure 6.7.

• Fit this variation over the region 0.2 < p° <  0.5 with a straight line.

This process gives

7  (610)ai -  bip^

where is the p° with which the QCD Monte Carlo was generated (see

section 5.7), and Wqcd is the corrected weight given in table 5.4.
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Figure 6.6: Xtme vs Xyia for the QCD Monte Carlo.

^vis Line fit

range ^true ««■ -  biP°

0.0-0.1 0.05 0 .1 7 -0 .0 7 p “

0.1-0.2 0.12 0 .2 4 -0 .1 1 p ?

0.2-0.3 0.21 0.28 -  0.14p“

0.3-0.4 0.28 0.30 -  0.16p?

0.4-0.5 0.37 0.33 -  O.lSp?

0.5-0.6 0.46 0.36 -  0.21p?

0.6-0.7 0.53 0.38 -  0.23p?

0.7-0.8 0.62 0.40 -  0.26p?

0.8-0.9 0.63 0.40 -  0.26p“

Table 6.3: Mean Xtme per bin of Xyis  ̂ and variation of F 2(a;) 

with
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Fitted Line
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Figure 6.7: The variation of F2(a:) with pj for Xtme = 0.28 (cor

responding to the 0.3 < Xyis < 0.4 bin).

The best-fit p° values from the direct fit to the Xyis distributions (the whole

range, < S GeV^, and >  8 GeV^)  are given in table 6.4. The error given is 

statistical only. The results are consistent with each other, and consistent with p° 

being independent of Q^. The statem ent in [20] th a t p° should fall with increasing 

cannot be ruled out. The Xyis distributions for < S GeV^ and > S GeV^

are shown in figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively.

range (GeV^) Fit range pG (GeV) xV dof

4 < <  31 

4 <  <  8 

8 <  <  31

0.0-0.8

0.0-0.5

0.0-0.8

0.44 ± 0 .12  

0.38 ± 0 .19  

0.47 ± 0 .16

7.0/7

7.9/7

2.7/4

Table 6.4: p° results from the fit to the Xyis distribution.
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s/N/l D

Figure 6.8: Xyis for < 8 GeV^. The unshaded part of the 

histogram represents and cc events.

D a t a  
c  c

S 3  Q C D  (  O  . ^4-7 C e \ / )
S/IV1 D

Figure 6.9: Xyis for >  8 GeV^. The unshaded part of the 

histogram represents T+T" and cc events.
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N/1 o  n  t  e  C a r l o

Figure 6.10: for the Monte Carlo (solid histogram) and data

(crosses). The arrow represents where the data is divided into 

two regions.

6.2 C om parison o f data  and M onte Carlo.

In this section the trigger efficiency corrected data  is compared with the Monte 

Carlo sum,

QCD +  VMD +  cc +  T'^T

where each contribution is individually normalized to the experimental integrated 

luminosity. The values of the free param eters are fpoint =  0.0 and pj =  0.44, as 

derived in sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3. The data  are split into two regions of -

< 8 and > S (see figure 6.10) and the comparison is made separately in 

each region. Each distribution is plotted with all the analysis cuts applied both 

to the data and the Monte Carlo, except for cuts made on the quantity being 

plotted. Those cuts are represented by the arrows on the plots.

The comparison of data and Monte Carlo for various distributions with 4 <

< S GeV^ are given in figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13. Similar distributions for 

8 < < 31 GeV^ are shown in figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16.
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The event distributions in E t a g I E b e a m , ^t a g  and E a n t i t a g I E b e a m  shown in 

figures 6.11(a), (b), (d) and 6.14(a), (b), (d) dem onstrate tha t the tagged leptons 

are reasonably well described by the Monte Carlo, and tha t the antitagging cut is 

safe. The disagreements between the data  and the simulation at low tag energies 

in figures 6.11(a) and 6.14(a) are principally caused by the classes of background 

discussed in section 4.1 above. It is more prominent in the low region because 

oc E t  AG (see equation 1.3). Figures 6.11(c) and 6.14(c) show th a t the Monte 

Carlo and data have a similar forward calorimeter calibration.

Figures 6.12 and 6.15 show variables which depend upon the simulation of the 

hadronic final state. The agreement is good except perhaps for figures 6.12 

and 6.15 where the data  shows signs of having more tracks per event. This need 

not be so surprising since the Lund fragmentation routine is not expected to be 

very reliable for hadron systems with low invariant mass W  as already discussed 

in section 6.1.2 above. is the component of the to tal transverse momentum

of the event (tag and tracks only) in the plane defined by the tag and the beam, 

and -g out of this plane (tracks only by definition).

The Xyis distributions were shown in figures 6.8 and 6.9 and the distribu

tion in 6.10. Figures 6.13 and 6.16 show some other physics distributions. The 

Xtrack, the Counterpart to Xyis which only uses tracking information, distribu

tions are shown in figures 6.16(b) and 6.16(b) along with the Wtrack distributions 

(figure 6.13(a) and 6.16(a)) from which they are derived (see equation 1.4).
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Figure 6.11: Tag distributions. The Monte Carlo is the solid 

histogram and the data are the points. In c) the Monte Carlo is 

the dashed histogram.
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Figure 6.12: Some cut distributions. The Monte Carlo is the

solid histogram and the data are the points.
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Figure 6.13: Some physics distributions. The Monte Carlo is 

the solid histogram and the data  are the points. The Xyis distri

bution is shown in figure,6 ,S.
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Figure 6.14: Tag distributions. The Monte Carlo is the solid 

histogram and the data  are the points. In c) the Monte Carlo is 

the dashed histogram.
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Figure 6.15: Some cut distributions. The Monte Carlo is the

solid histogram and the data are the points.
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Figure 6.16: Some physics distributions. The Monte Carlo is 

the solid histogram and the data  are the points. The Xyis distri

bution is shown in figure 6 ,9 .



Chapter 7

Unfolding

Our objective is to measure F 2(a;, the ‘tru e ’ distribution behind our observ

ables X and Q^. W ith an ideal detector we could just obtain F2(a:) from a simple 

histogram of x  but with our real detector this determ ination is complicated by 

three effects:

1) Limited acceptance

The probability of observing a given event is less than one.

2) Transformation

Instead of measuring x ono. measuredsome related quantity x'. In our case 

this is caused by losing some of the hadronic particles for one of various 

reasons; the particles travel down the beam pipe and are not detected at 

all, the particles are of low energy/angle and do not pass the quality cuts 

imposed on tracks and electromagnetic clustery or the particles would only 

be detected in the hadron calorimeter (which is not used in this analysis). 

This loss causes the measured invariant mass of the hadronic system to be 

less than the true invariant mass which means tha t the measured x' is, in 

general, greater than the true x (equation 1.4).

3) Resolution

The measured quantities are smeared out due to the finite resolution of the

111
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detector.

The reconstruction of our F2(a:) from our measured g[x') distribution is called 

unfolding.

7.1 T heory o f U nfold ing

The reader is directed to Blobel’s paper on unfolding [57] for a more detailed 

description of the theory.

As indicated above, the problem is to relate the true F 2(æ) to the actual measured 

g[x') distribution. For a given true distribution f { x )  defined over the range 

a < X < b, the expected distribution, g{x') in the measured variable x'  can be 

written as a convolution:

g{x') = f  A{x' , x) f {x)dx- \ -h{x ' )  (7.1)
J a

where A{x', x) describes the response of the detector and b[x') represents the 

(known) background. The measured distribution g{x') will differ from g{x') by

statistical errors e(x). To obtain the true f { x )  for the data, equation (7.1) must

be discretized resulting in an equation of the form

g =  Aa  +  b (7.2)

where ĝ  a and b are vectors, and A is a m atrix representing the response function

A(x', z).

The discretization of (7.1) is done in two steps. Firstly the function f ( x )  is 

parameterized by a sum
771

f { x )  = ^ a j p j { x )  (7.3)
j=i

using a set of basis functions, Pj(x). From this follows

rb ^  /  rb \  m
/ A { x \ x ) f { x ) d x  = " ^ a j  I A ( x \ x ) p j ( x ) d x \  = Y , a j A j { x ' )  (7.4)

7 =  1 /  7 =  1
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with Aj(æ') =  A(x \x )p j {x )dx .

Now (7.1) can be written

m

9[x') = H  ) +  h[x)  (7.5)
i=i

The expected distribution g(x')  is now expressed as a superposition of the func

tions Aj{x')^ each representing the response to one term  Pj{x) in the representa

tion (7.3).

The second discretization step is just to bin all the æ'-dependent functions using 

bin limits x 'q, x '̂ \

9i = f  g{x')dx'  Aij = f  A j {x )dx '  bj = f  b{x')dx'  (7.6)

Now equation (7.1) can be represented in the form (7.2). g and b are n-vectors,

representing histograms of the measured quantity x ' . a is an m-vector of coeffi

cients and A  is an n-by-m m atrix, the elements of which are defined by the 

Monte Carlo events. In the m atrix Aij  the column Aj  represents the histogram 

in x'  for f [ x )  =  Pj{x).

The basis functions Pj{x) should satisfy,

m

f t W > 0  E m M e l  (7.7)
;=i

in order to avoid negative weights and to simplify normalization. The simplest 

choice of basis functions compatible with 7.7:

Pj { x)  =  .
1 for C -i < X < tj

’ -  ’ (7.8)
0 otherwise

with knots (or in this case also bin limits) to^ t i ,. Am- This has the disadvantages 

tha t f ( x )  has discontinuities and tha t the approximation of the integrand in 7.4 is 

inaccurate. Another choice for the functions pj are cubic B-splines. The solution 

f { x )  is then a smooth curve and the result is presented in bins by integration 

over this curve,

f k x =  f { x )  dx^ /({xk -  Xk-i).
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The unfolding can now proceed through a fit of the linear expression g = Aa b 

to the data  g. The m atrix inversion method (foir OaSe,

a — A  ^{g — b),

can show oscillating behaviour, with fluctuations much larger than any physi

cally motivated expectations [57]. This actually arises because insignificant com

ponents of the solution often end up with a large weight factor and thus any 

statistical fluctuations tend to produce oscillations in the unfolded result.

The maximum likelihood method can be used fit for the a{. The negative log 

likelihood function S{a)  can be written,

t=i

where P{gi\gi) is the probability of observing gi events if gi are expected. A 

search for the minimum of the function 5 (a), gives the best fit values for the a%. 

Assuming Poisson statistics and to,r\Ÿ

5(a) =  J2i9i - g i l n g i ) .
i=l

If a quadratic approximation is used, an initial solution à can be improved as 

follows

5 (a ) =  5(a) — (a — à)^h -f - ( a  — à ) ^ H{a — a), 

where h and H  are

From the minimum condition V 5  =  0,

- 1a = à H  h

This process is iterated  until both the expected change in 5(a)

^Sexp ~  — ~

and the actual change in 5(a) are small.
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This method of finding the solution does not remove the inherent instability. We 

can however make a change of basis. H  is symmetric, so it can be transformed 

to a diagonal m atrix D,

D  =  U j ' H U i .

The m atrix D contains the real (positive) eigenvalues of H  on the diagonal. 

These eigenvalues can be arranged such tha t D u  >  D 2 2  ^  dmm and in typical 

applications they decrease by several orders of magnitude. If D^/^ contains the 

positive square roots of these eigenvalues^ a can be transformed

a =  (7.9)

The importance of this transformation is tha t the covariance m atrix V [ cl{)  is 

equal to the unit m atrix / .  This means the (ai)j  are all independent and have 

variance 1. As these components are independent we can test the significance 

of every component independently. If all (a i)j with j  > mo are consistent with 

zero, they can be ignored, and the result can be expressed as a combination of 

the first mo eigenvectors. In fact it is these insignificant components which cause 

the fluctuations in the full solution. Equation 7.9 can be rewritten as

“ ‘ " , 1 ( 5 7 ) ' “ ' ’-” '

Because of the \ j the insignificant components get a large weight factor in 

the full solution. Merely setting all (a i)j =  0 where j  > mo introduces fluctua

tions known as “Gibbs phenomenon” , so a regularization technique is used. This 

technique introduces a smooth cut off in the (cti)j whilst introducing a bias much 

less than the statistical error. The basis functions Pj{x) can also be transformed 

to p'j{x) such that

j=i

where (ai)j includes the regularization weight.

Finally one has to choose mo data points by integrating over regions of f {x) .  

These should be chosen to minimize the correlations between the points. Since
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the function v'mQ+i k&s mo zeros, it seems optimal to define the integration regions 

of f ( x )  around these mo zeros [57]. This further reduces the contribution of the

term , which is attenuated by a factor of roughly

In his paper Blobel gives a numerical example which uses his code. This example 

has been reproduced and the results are presented in appendix A.

7.2 T he U nfolded  Structure Functions

The data have been split into two bands (4 < < 8  GeV^ and 8 < < 3 2

GeV^) and each set is unfolded to give an F 2(x) averaged over for tha t region. 

The value of fpoint estim ated in chapter 6 (fpdnt = 0.0) is used to present the 

results.

The unfolding program was presented with the data and QCD, VMD peripheral, 

cc and Monte Carlo samples. All the events presented passed the selection

cuts described in chapter 4 and the Monte Carlos were given the weights shown 

in table 5.4. Corrections to take account of the measured trigger inefficiency 

(section 4.3.2) and the x dependence of the correction shown in figure 5.5 

were made by scaling weights within the unfolding program. The contributions 

from e' ^e~— and +  cc were treated as background and

were subtracted from the data by the program. Thus the results represent our 

measured F2 for u,d and s quarks. The outputs from the unfolding program 

are shown in figures 7.1 < 8 CeV^) and 7.2 > 8 CeV^). The final

results, given in tables 7.1 and 7.2, are corrected for the backgrounds discussed 

in section 4.2.

The curves shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2 are output curves from the Blobel unfold

ing program. The points represent the average of these curves over the horizontal 

bar and the error on each point is tha t output by the Blobel program. The bin

ning is chosen internally to minimize the contribution of the functions shown in 

figures 7.3 and 7.4 as discussed at the end of section 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: The output points from Blobel for <  8 GeV^, 

along with the curve over which the points are averaged.
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Figure 7.2: The output points from Blobel for >  8 GeV^, 

along with the curve over which the points are averaged.
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Figure 7.4: The (mo+ l)th  function for the > 8 GeV^ region.
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7.2.1 System atic Errors

The results presented above are shown with only the statistical errors coming from 

the unfolding itself. Several sources of systematic error have been considered, as 

follows. They are summarized in tables 7.1 and 7.2.

(a) Variation of Blobel internal parameters.

The systematic error under the heading of unfolding in tables 7.1 and 7.2 came 

from the RMS of the unfolded results produced by varying various Blobel param 

eters. The unfolding procedure handles the data internally in the form of binned 

histograms. The number of bins in these histograms and the sizes of the bins were 

varied (from having all the bins the same size to having all the bins with roughly 

equal contents). A different number of final unfolded points was also demanded.

The number of bins was varied from 6 to 30. The precise number used for the 

final result was chosen to lie close to the average produced by this variation and 

also chosen to be in the region of 20 events per bin (14 bins for <  8 GeV^ and 

22 bins for > S GeV^).

When the program was run to produce a different number of final unfolded points 

the resultant output curve (similar to the one shown in figure 7.2) was averaged 

over the bin ranges given in tables 7.1 and 7.2 to produce unfolded points compa

rable with those of the final result. The high region was run to produce 3 and 

5 points, the low to produce 4 (the program does not allow the production of a 

final result in 2 points). Demanding a different number of points in the unfolded 

result tells the program where to cut off the higher order orthogonal functions 

(see section 7.1) which is what leads to the different curves produced.

(b) Variation of cuts.

The unfolding was repeated with the E j a g  cut varying in steps of 0 . 0 2 E b e a m  

from 0 . 6 6 E b e a m  to 0 . 7 4 E b e a m  inclusive. This represents changing the central 

value { 0 . 7 E b e a m ) by ±1 and ±2 times the energy resolution of the forward 

calorimeter. The RMS of the scatter was assigned as a systematic on a point 

by point basis and is given in tables 7.1 and 7.2 under the heading E j a g - Most
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of the backgrounds discussed in section 4.2 are sensitive to the tag energy cut, 

so any variation due to a change in this cut is an indication of how well those 

backgrounds are described.

The Wyis cut was varied from 2.0 to 3.0 GeV, inclusive, in steps of 0.25 GeV 

and the cut on the minimum number of good charged tracks was increased from 

> 2 to > 3. The analysis was also repeated using tracks only, with the cuts on 

Wyis being replaced by similar cuts on Wtrack- The RMS of the resulting scatter 

of points is assigned as a system atic under the heading hadronic in tables 7.1 

and 7.2. Any variation resulting for changing these cuts is taken as an indicator 

of the the system atic effects of the Monte Carlo (fragmentation of the qq system 

and representation of the OPAL detector).

All the other cuts described in chapter 4 have only a small or negligible effect on 

the unfolded results,

(c) Monte Carlo normalization.

As mentioned in section 5.5 we estim ate a systematic error of 1.3% on the overall 

normalization of the F2GEN Monte Carlo. The correction made to the normal

ization to account for initial state  radiation (see section 5.6) has an error of 1.8%.

(d) Backgrounds.

The background was assumed to have only affected the lowest x unfolded 

point in each band. The system atic error from subtracting this background 

came from counting the num ber of normalized Monte Carlo events in the x range 

of this point. The fractional error is then calculated from this number and the 

errors given in section 4.2. The errors due to the other background corrections 

are small and have been neglected.

(e) O ther errors.

The error on the integrated data  luminosity is 0.7% (see section 4.4). The error 

on the trigger efficiency is 0.7% as calculated in section 4.3.2.
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X range 0.001-0.090 0.090-0.277 0.277-0.649

F 2 / a 0.230 0.345 0.349

Statistical err 0.025 0.045 0.135

Unfolding err 0.003 0.010 0.061

Variation of cuts

E t a g 0.009 0.008 0.022

Hadronic 0.008 0.019 0.113

Total cut error 0.012 0.020 0.115

background 0.002 0.000 0.000

Overall syst. err 0.013 0.022 0.130

Total error 0.028 0.050 0.187

Table 7.1: Summary of unfolded F 2(a:) measurement at = 

5.9 GeV^. There is an additional uncertainty of 2.4% on the 

overall normalization of F2(z), arising from the Monte Carlo 

normalization, the luminosity measurement, the ISR correction 

and the trigger efficiency correction.
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X range 0.006-0.123 0.123-0.314 0.314-0.513 0.513-0.836

Y 2 I 0C 0.250 0.401 0.395 0.543

Statistical err 0.034 0.047 0.068 0.135

Unfolding err 0.006 0.009 0.023 0.038

Variation of cuts

E t a g 0.021 0.011 0.005 0.009

Hadronic 0.007 0.035 0.034 0.111

Total cut error 0.022 0.037 0.034 0.111

background 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000

Overall syst. err 0.024 0.038 0.041 0.118

Total error 0.042 0.060 0.079 0.179

Table 7.2: Summary of unfolded F 2(x) measurement at — 

14,7 GeV^. There is an additional uncertainty of 2.4% on the 

overall normalization of F 2(x), arising from the Monte Carlo 

normalization, the luminosity measurement, the ISR correction 

and the trigger efficiency correction.
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7.2.2 Comparison with Previous M easurements

The unfolded results are compared with previous results at similar average in 

figures 7.5 (for <  8 GeV^ with — 5.9 GeV^) and 7.6 (for > 8 GeV^ with 

— 14.7 GeV^). The curves shown are F2(a ;)^^^ , F 2(a:, (calculated

using the values of p® fitted in section 6.1.3) and the sum of the two.

In the low region the unfolded result agrees well with both the T P C /27 and 

PLUTO results. The T P C /27 results come from [5] and it can be seen tha t they 

are much more com petitive at higher ar, with a much lower error. This mainly 

comes from the fact tha t our low Wyis cut is placed at 2.5 GeV, whereas theirs 

is at 1 GeV, thus giving them  much more data at higher x. The PLUTO results 

come from [7] and with their Wyis cut at 1 GeV they are again more competitive at 

high X. At low X however both the PLUTO and T P C /27 results are systematics 

limited, whereas the results presented here still have the statistical error as the 

m ajor component.

In the high region the result again agrees well with the PLUTO result taken 

from [7]. Again we are less competitive at high z, but one im portant feature 

of our data is tha t it goes to much lower x. This is a consequence of running 

with higher energy beams which means that the 77 system can more easily reach 

higher invariant masses.

Figure 7.7 shows the variation in the mean value of F 2(â , Q ^)/a  for 0.3 < x < 0.8, 

as a function of Q^. The lower integration limit ensures tha t the effect of the VMD 

contribution is small, while the upper limit is required because the statistical 

errors increase rapidly in most experiments as a: —>■ 1. The results from this thesis 

are shown as solid circles and the other results come from [6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 58]. 

The lines show the predictions of the QCD +  VMD model as parametrised in 

equations 5.2 and 5.9 for several values of the cutoff param eter p°. The errors in 

the plot are statistical only and our results fit in well with previous measurements. 

The points shown are consistent with a linear rise of F 2 (x\Q'^) with InQ^.
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Figure 7.5: Unfolded P 2(a:) at =  5.9 GeV^ compared with 

previous measurements at similar mean Q^.
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Figure 7.6: Unfolded F 2(a:) at = 14.7 GeV^ compared with 

previous measurements at similar mean Q^.
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Figure 7.7; Variation of F 2(a;) (0.3 < x < 0.8) with (taken 

from [59]).
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7.2.3 Comparison with Theory

The unfolded results are compared with theoretical predictions in figures 7.8(for

<  8 with = 5.9) and 7.9 (for > S with = 14.7). Four curves are 

shown in each graph:

• the sum of F 2 { x ) ^ ^ ^  and is shown as a dotted line. The

particular param eterizations used are given in equations 5.9 and 5.2 respec

tively, and the values of are in table 6.4. The curve is in good agreement 

with the data  in both regions.

•  the naive sum of F 2 [ x Y ^ ^  and F2 ( x ) ^ ^ ^  is shown as the dashed line. The 

param eterizations are given in equations 5.9 and 5.11 respectively. This 

naive sum certainly involves some double counting of diagrams, but the 

fact tha t the data  cannot rule it out shows the lack of sensitivity to the 

QCD scale param eter A ;^ . Alternatively it has been suggested [59] that 

the sim ilarity in value between Ajÿ^ and the current mass of light quarks 

(~  300 MeV) is no coincidence. They are, in fact, roughly the same thing.

•  the LAC II param eterization [60] is shown as the solid curve. This calcula

tion is based on a fit to previous data on F 2(a:) which allows the contribu

tions from the individual quark distributions {qi{x^ Q'^) - see chapter 3) to 

vary. These distributions are then evolved with to give a prediction at 

any Q^. In the low region it somewhat underpredicts the data. In the 

high region it is low in the region x > 0.12. There is no sign of the spike 

below æ ~  0.1 in the data.

•  The GRV param eterization [61] is shown as the dot-dash line. This evolves 

the qi{x^Q^) distributions as LAC does, but fixes them  by assuming they 

are the same as those of the pion at =  0.3 GeV^. The spike at low x 

occurs at much lower x than the LAC II spike, and is too low for our data 

to have any sensitivity to.
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7.3 C onclusions

The data are well represented by a Monte Carlo based on the sum of

QCD +  VMD +  cc +  T+T".

No VMD pointlike component is required by our data. The values of p j, within 

the param eterization of the all order QCD calculation given in 5.2, preferred by 

the data  are,

<  8 GeV^ 0^ > 8 GeV^ (7.10)

p? 0.38 ± 0 .1 9  0.47 ± 0 .1 6  (7.11)

These values are considerably smaller than the 1.5 GeV mentioned in [20] but are 

consistent with those of recent experiments (see figure 7.7).

Our unfolded measurements are consistent in shape and normalization with pre

vious experiments at similar Q^. They are also consistent with the predictions 

of a QCD ±  VMD phenomenological model. The soft hadronic VMD compo

nent and the perturbative QCD calculable part come from distinct regions of

an integration over pT of the quarks, and the boundary lies when the quarks in 

the target photon have transverse momentum of approximately 440 MeV. We 

confirm a significant pointlike component of the photon is present in our data.

Our measurements extend to lower values of x  than previous experiments have 

achieved, particularly in the higher range.



A ppendix A

Unfolding using B lobel’s Code

This appendix confirms tha t Blobel’s code gives reasonable results when used to 

unfold for detector effects. First the numerical example given in [57] is repeated, 

and then we use the generated Monte Carlos samples (as described in chapter 5) 

to test the unfolding procedure.

A .l  N um erica l E xam ple

In this example the measurement of a true f { x )  is simulated with 0 <  a: <  2. 

The Monte Carlo technique is used to simulate lim ited acceptance and resolution 

with the following properties:

• The probability of acceptance is assumed to be

• The true values x are transformed to a variable ytr by the function 

Utr = a;(l — 0.05x)

• The variable ytr is assumed to be measured with a gaussian resolution, 

( 7  =  0.1

129
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• The assumed true function is (see table A .l for param eters used)

k hk Xk 9k

1 1.0 0.4 2.0

2 10.0 0.8 0.2

3 5.0 1.5 0.2

Table A .l: Param eters of assumed true function.

A samples of 5,000 “data” events were generated according to f ( x ) .  A histogram 

of the sample is shown in figure A. 1(a) along with the (scaled-up) generating 

function. After acceptance, transform ation and smearing (see above) 4,443 y- 

values remain (figure A .1(b)). The transform ation restricts ytr to 0 <  Ytr ^  1.8 

and narrows the peaks. The resolution function then broadens the peaks and (to 

some extent) fills the valley between the peaks.

The result of the unfolding (with regularization ) can be seen in Fig (A,2) along 

with the original function. It can be seen that the unfolded result has correctly 

represented both the peaks and the valley between them. The bin limits in this 

result were chosen to limit the contribution of the first basis function to which the 

regularization procedure gave a weight of less than 0.5. In this case tha t function 

had twelve zeros and the bins were chosen to put each zero in the centre of a bin.

A .2 U nfold ing b etw een  M onte Carlos

Firstly the unfolding program was presented with a sample of Monte Carlo (the 

QCD sample with =  0.5). The program used this sample both as the input
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Figure A .l: Histogram of generated data a) before and b) af

ter simulation of acceptance,transformation and resolution. The 

(scaled) original function is shown as a curve.
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Figure A.2: Result from unfolding program - the horizontal bar 

gives the range over which the data points represent the average.
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Figure A.3: Unfolding result using the QCD Monte Carlo with 

Pf = 0.5 GeV as both the input da ta  and Monte Carlo. The line 

represents the expected result.

"data" and the input "Monte Carlo" and should therefore output a curve very 

similar to the input theory. The output from this test is shown in figure A 3 and 

it can be seen tha t the points are a good representation of the curve.

The program was then presented with two samples of VMD pointlike events. The 

“data" was the sample generated using the F 2 of equation 5.9 and the "Monte 

Carlo" was generated using

F 2(x ) /q  =  0.2(1 — x).

As can be seen in figure A.4 the unfolding procedure recovers the shape of the 

“data" structure function of equation 5.9 and specifically reproduces the turnover 

at low X.

In conclusion the above examples show th a t Blobel’s code is reliable when used 

for unfolding. It successfully reproduces the structure behind the input data both 

in shape and normalization.
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Figure A.4: Unfolding between two VMD Monte Carlo samples. 

The structure function for the input “data” is shown as the solid 

line, and for the input “Monte Carlo” as the dashed line.



A ppendix B

The OPAL Paper on measuring

F2W

The following appendix contains the recent OPAL paper on F 2(x) [13] which has 

been subm itted to Zeitschrift fur Physics C.
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CERN-PPE/93-156 
24 August 1993

M easurem ent of the Photon
2Structure Function Fo in the

Reaction  
e"^e~ -> e" ê“ +  hadrons 

at LEP

Abstract

We present measurements of the hadronic photon structure function F^(a:), in 
two ranges with mean values of 5.9 GeV^ and 14.7 GeV^. The data  were taken 
by the OPAL experiment at LEP, with y/s close to the Z° mass and correspond 
to an integrated e"""e' luminosity of 44.8 pb“ L In the context of a QCD-based 
model we find the quark transverse m om entum  cutoff separating the vector meson 
dominance (VMD) and perturbative QCD regions to be 0.27 ±  0.10 GeV. We 
confirm tha t there is a significant pointlike component of the photon when the 
probe photon has > 4 GeV^. Our measurements extend to lower values of x 
than any previous experiment, and no increase of F^ix)  is observed.
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1 In troduction

This paper reports measurements of the F2  hadronic structure function of the 
photon at interm ediate (4 < <  30 GeV^) using data  taken by the OPAL
experiment at LEP in the period 1990-1992. The data  sample corresponds to an 
integrated e+e“ luminosity of 44.8 pb“ U The analysis uses singly-tagged events, 
with the tagged e^ detected at angles between 47 and 120 m rad to the beam 
direction.

W itten ’s original proposal [1] tha t would evolve with according to per
turbative QCD has been confirmed by experiments at lower energy e‘*'e“ colliders
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which [2-9] have measured with <Q^>  ranging from 0.1 GeV^ to 500 GeV^.
However, the use of tha t evolution to extract an unambiguous value for the scale 
param eter has been plagued with theoretical uncertainties [10-14].

The T P C /27  experiment [2] demonstrated that at low (<  1.5 GeV^) the 
target photon behaves like a vector meson, with the x  dependence of F2  agree
ing well with the pion structure function as studied in Drell Yan processes [15]; 
as an 5-wave state, the tt is expected to be a good model for the p structure 
function [16].

A number of experiments with data at a mean of ~  5 GeV^ [3, 4] show that 
F2 (x)  begins to grow for x  > 0.3, as predicted by QCD, but the transformation 
from ~  1 GeV^ to ~  5 GeV^ is so abrupt that it has been difficult 
to devise a model which fits both regions [17-20]. The OPAL data reported here 
confirm previous results on the upper side of this abrupt transformation.

2 T he O pal D etector

The OPAL detector, described in detail elsewhere [21], has a uniform solenoidal 
magnetic field of 0.4 T throughout the central tracking region, with electromag
netic and hadronic calorimetry outside the coil. For this analysis the most im
portant sub-detectors are the Forward Detectors, the Central Jet and Vertex 
Chambers which trigger on and measure charged tracks, and the lead-glass Elec
trom agnetic Barrel and Endcap Calorimeters.

The Forward Detectors are used to tag leptons which have made deep-inelastic 
scatters with nearly-real photons radiated by particles in the opposing beam (see 
discussion in Section 3). These detectors, which cover the small-angle region at 
each end of OPAL, consist of cylindrical lead-scintillator calorimeters with a depth 
of 24 radiation lengths (Xq) divided azimuthally into 16 segments. The energy 
resolution is 1 8 % /\/Ê , where E is in GeV. Positional information is derived 
from the energy sharing between adjacent segments, and by the sharing of light 
between the inner and outer edges of each segment. An array of three planes of 
proportional tubes buried in the calorimeter at a depth of 4 X q provides a better 
shower position measurement, with a typical resolution of 3-4 mm, corresponding 
to 2.5 m rad in the polar angle d, and less than 3.5 mrad in the azim uthal angle
(f). The clear acceptance of the Forward Detectors covers the angular range from 
47 to 120 m rad from the beam direction.
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togbeam

b eam

Figure 1: The multiperipheral two-photon process.

3 K inem atics

The cross section for deep inelastic scattering of an e^ from a nearly real virtual 
photon associated with the opposing e^ can be w ritten in terms of the structure 
functions and as [22]

S a  q 2)] (1)
dxdy

where the kinematic variables are defined with reference to Figure 1. Ebeam is the 
incoming beam energy and the energy of the target photon. x,  and y are 
given by

=  2EbeamEtag{^ -  cos'd tag), (2 )

^ =  Q2^+W^'

y = 1 -  -^ ^ co s^ (i^ fag /2 ), (4)
^beam

where Etag is the energy of the tagged e^ and 'dtag is its angle to the beam
direction. W  is the invariant mass of the two-photon system which gives rise to
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the final-state hadrons in this analysis. Because of the loss of particles near the 
beam pipe, W  is not directly measurable. We define Wtrk to be the invariant 
mass of the charged tracks, while Wyis is the mass of all of the hadrons seen in 
the detector. The quantities Xtrk and Xyis are defined by adding the appropriate 
subscripts to (3). In testing the Monte Carlo program (see Section 5 below), we 
also use the variable P^, the four-momentum transfer squared to the untagged 
lepton, defined analogously to Q^. In the kinematic region considered here, y 1, 
so tha t the second term  in (1) is much smaller than the first and the measured 
cross section is effectively proportional to P^(a;,Q^).

4 E vent Selection  C riteria

The event selection cuts require a high-energy cluster (the tag) in the Forward 
Detector, in association with charged tracks detected in the Central Detectors. 
The selection cuts are summarised in Table 1, and are discussed in more detail 
in this section.

The measured energy must be at least 0.775 x P^eam, to exclude backgrounds 
arising from multihadronic TP decays, and from untagged two-photon events co
incidentally associated with fake tags caused by off-momentum beam particles. 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of events in Etag/Ebeam and the normalised trans
verse momentum k j ,  defined by

k j  = ■

Here pj*^^ is the transverse momentum of the tagged lepton with respect to the 
beam axis, and is the component of the total transverse momentum of the 
other observed particles in the plane defined by the beam and the tagged lepton 
(the “tag plane”). In this plane, defines the positive direction, while px^^^
can have either sign. The events plotted pass all of our selection cuts, except that 
no tag energy or transverse momentum cuts have been applied. The tagged two- 
photon signal is represented by the cluster of events centred close to =  0 which 
is visible at high EtagjEbeam\ the background events appear at lower Etag/Ebeam, 
and have a much flatter distribution in k j .

In addition to the tag energy cut,we restrict the measured angle of the tag 
cluster to ensure tha t the shower is completely contained in the Forward Detector. 
Events where both leptons are detected at large angles are rejected, to ensure that 
the target photon is close to the mass shell.

Only events having at least three reconstructed charged tracks are accepted. 
We demand that Wyis be greater than 2.5 GeV, so th a t the accepted events 
are well above the hadronic resonance region, and make cuts on the transverse 
m om entum  of the charged tracks, both in and out of the tag plane.
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Figure 2: Distribution of events in scaled transverse momentum k j  and Etag/Ebeam-
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Figure 3: Distribution of selected events in and Q^.

A total of 1350 events pass all of the cuts, of which 555 have < 8 GeV^, 
and 795 have > 8 GeV^. The distribution of these events in the Xyis — 
plane is shown in Figure 3.

Several independent calorimetric and track-based triggers contribute to the 
final event sample. The resulting redundancy enables us to determine the overall 
trigger efficiency to be 99.0 ±  0.2%.

5 M onte Carlo S im ulation

Many of the hadrons in tagged two-photon events are produced at small angles 
to the incoming e+e" beam axis, and remain undetected in the beam pipe. Con
sequently, it is im portant tha t the Monte Carlo model accurately represents the 
data and the detector, to perm it the effects of finite detector acceptance and res
olution to be unfolded (see Section 8.1). The OPAL detector simulation program 
is described in detail elsewhere [23]. This section describes the event generators 
used in this analysis.
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We use a new Monte Carlo program TW OGEN [24] to generate events accord
ing to chosen formulae for P^) or Q^). TW OGEN is based on the
transverse-transverse two-photon luminosity generator developed by Langeveld
[25] for analysis of two-photon data from the T P C /27 experiment. A quark- 
antiquark state is generated with mass W  and a quark-parton model (QPM) 
angular distribution in the two-photon centre of mass, and is allowed to fragment 
by using the Lund string model [26, 27].

As a check, TW OGEN has been compared with the predictions of the QED 
matrix-element Monte Carlo program of Vermaseren [28, 29, 30], with quark 
masses, charges and colours set to reproduce QPM. For the purposes of this 
comparison, we used the QPM formula for P^) [31]. The two programs
agree to within 1.4% in overall normalization, which is assigned as a systematic 
error in the normalization of the unfolded structure function.

In generating samples for comparison with the data a number of contributions 
must be combined.

a) QCD. There are numerous formulae which could be used in TWOGEN. 
We have chosen the “all order QCD” approach of Kapusta et al. [12, 13, 32], 
as parametrized in [9], with the QCD scale param eter A taken to be 200 MeV. 
The change in the behaviour of the structure function at close to 1 GeV^ is 
built into this model by setting a cutoff in pt, the transverse momentum of the 
virtual quark with respect to the photon axis in the two-photon centre-of-mass 
frame. The pointlike behaviour of the QCD formula is assumed to apply to all 
Pt > p?, but a separate part must be added to the cross section to allow for the 
hadron-like behaviour of the target photon for pt < p°. This extra contribution 
is param etrized by the Vector Meson Dominance model.

b) VMD. The Vector Meson Dominance contribution is calculated using the 
TW OGEN Monte Carlo with a structure function formula which has been shown 
to fit data at < 1 GeV^ [2, 3]. We have verified that our results do not change 
significantly if we use the simpler expression E^(a:)/a =  0.2(1 — x) [22] instead. 
Following [2, 3], we consider two VMD models, with different angular distributions 
of the quark-antiquark axis in the two-photon centre-of-mass frame. The weight 
given to each model in our final Monte Carlo sample is adjusted to achieve the best 
fit to the data  (cf. Section 7.1). In model A (VMD “peripheral” ), we generate the 
angular distribution according to an exponential distribution of quark transverse 
momentum with a mean of 300 MeV with respect to the photon axis. Model 
B produces the angular distribution of QED fermion pair production by real 
photons. We generated this sample using the same VMD structure function as 
in model A, followed by a sampling from the same “fermion pair” quark angular 
distribution as was used for the QCD events.

c) Charmed quark and tau lepton production. Events in both of these channels 
are generated with the Vermaseren Monte Carlo, i.e. assuming tha t the heavy
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quark behaves according to QPM at these modest values, and tha t the tau 
lepton behaves according to QED.

Events from all five Monte Carlo samples (QCD, VMD model A, VMD model 
B, charm -anticharm  and tau-antitau) are passed through the OPAL simulation 
program [23] and reconstructed in the same way as real data. They are then 
analysed with the same selection criteria as the real sample. The number of 
events in each category passing all of the two-photon selection cuts is given in 
Table 2, The total sample generated corresponded to approximately five times our 
actual integrated e"^e" luminosity; the figures in the table have been normalized 
to 44.8 pb“ E

We have corrected for the finite range of target-photon masses allowed by our 
antitagging cut by comparing a sample of Monte Carlo events from the TWOGEN 
program using the P^-dependent version of the QPM formula for [31] with 
a sample generated using a P^-independent QPM formula [1]. The cross section 
within our acceptance is 5% smaller when integrated over the accepted range of 
P^, as compared to the calculation with P^ =  0. There is also a small change 
in the shape of the x  distribution. These corrections are only applied to the 
QCD component of the Monte Carlo as it is not obvious tha t this comparison, 
calculated from the quark parton model, should apply to the VMD component of 
our data. The cc and r ‘̂ r“ components generated with the Vermaseren program 
already include a P^ dependence.

6 E stim ation  o f Backgrounds

In addition to the e'^e final state mentioned above, the following processes
give rise to  background events.

6.1 e^e -4- hadrons

There is a small probability tha t a hadronic decay could satisfy the two- 
photon selection criteria. The resonant enhancement at the peak makes this 
problem potentially more serious at LEP than at previous e'*'e“ colliders. We have 
investigated this using Monte Carlo events simulated with the Jetset73 package
[33]. O ur selection cuts reject these events very effectively, giving the background 
estim ates shown in Table 3.
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Figure 4: The bremsstrahlung background process.

6.2 e+e“->r+r“

As in the hadronic case, tau  pairs produced in Z° decay can in principle fake 
tagged two-photon events. An analysis of 72000 such events produced with the 
KORALZ generator [34] found no events satisfying our selection cuts. Since this 
Monte Carlo sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of approximately
1.2 times tha t used in this analysis, the background from TP —>• events is
expected to be negligible.

6.3 Non-multiperipheral e^e" -4- e^e" +  hadrons

There are several processes other than the m ultiperipheral diagram of Figure 1 
which can give rise to the same final state. These processes have been studied 
using the Monte Carlo generator FERMISV [35], which incorporates both Z° and 
7 exchange diagrams and interference terms. By far the largest contribution arises 
from the bremsstrahlung, or “inelastic Com pton” , process shown in Figure 4. 
The resulting background is estim ated as (0.4 ±0.2)%  of the m ultiperipheral cross 
section, or 5.4±2.7 events, the error being the Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty.
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The distribution of these events follows that of the multiperipheral sample; 
they are uniformly distributed in x between the values of 0.2 and 0.7. The effect of 
interference between the multiperipheral and brem sstrahlung diagrams is found 
to be much less than the bremsstrahlung cross section and can safely be neglected.

6.4 Beam -gas events

Background events arising from interactions with residual gas in the beam pipe 
would have their vertex position uniformly distributed along the beam axis. By 
studying events originating outside our ±10 cm cut, we estim ate tha t our final 
sample contains 3.0 ± 0 .9  such events. Events in which an off-momentum electron 
simulates a Forward Detector tag have been studied as part of the OPAL lumi
nosity determ ination [36, 37]; such events are clustered at low “tag” energies, as 
shown in Figure 2, and can be neglected at Etag > 0.775 x Ebeam̂

7  R esu lts  o f  th e  A nalysis

7.1 Fit for the QCD cutoff parameter p°.

The transverse momentum cutoff in the QCD model for [12, 13, 32] has been 
determined by fitting the Monte Carlo Xyis distribution to the data (Figures 5 
and 6). The Monte Carlo samples from QCD, VMD model A, charm and tau pairs 
were individually normalized to the observed luminosity, then added together and 
the backgrounds subtracted, leaving only pj to be varied.

The results of the fits are given in Table 4. The central values of pj in the two 
ranges are consistent with the value of 0.27 ±0.10 obtained by fitting over the 

whole data set.

In order to test whether a model B component is needed in the VMD Monte 
Carlo sample, as discussed in Section 5, we examined the event distributions in 

'dtagi and where p̂ ®'̂  is the momentum component perpendicular to
the tag plane of the hadron with the highest momentum. In each case, the data 
is best represented when the VMD event sample is 100% model A.

7.2 Comparison o f data and M onte Carlo distributions

The event distributions in Etag, and -âtag (Figure 7) dem onstrate tha t the 
tagged leptons are reasonably well described by the Monte Carlo with pj deter
mined as described above. The disagreement between the data  and the simulation
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Figure 5: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo distributions, for 4 < < 8 GeV^.
The unshaded part of the histogram represents and cc events.
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Figure 6: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo x ĵi, distributions, for 8 < <
30 GeV^. The unshaded part of the histogram represents T+T" and cc events.
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Figure 7: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo tag distributions. The points are the 
data, and the lines show the Monte Carlo prediction. The arrows represent the selection 
cuts, detailed in Table 1.

at low tag energies is principally caused by the classes of background discussed 
in Section 4 above. The discrepancy at dtag ~  52 m rad in Figure 7(c) occurs 
at the edge of the acceptance of the proportional tube counters. This effect is 
not perfectly modelled by the detector simulation, leading to the depletion of 
Monte Carlo events at low dtagi compensating for the excess in the 52 mrad bin. 
In variables of physical interest, in particular this local imperfection is not 
significant. Figure 8 shows variables which depend upon the simulation of the 
hadronic final state. The agreement is acceptable for our purposes. However, 
there are significant discrepancies in regions of the plots sensitive to the fact tha t 
the Lund fragmentation scheme is known not to be reliable for hadron systems 
with mass W  close to the lower cut at 2.5 GeV. The resulting systematic errors 
are discussed below.
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Figure 8: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo hadronic distributions. The points 
are the data, and the lines show the Monte Carlo prediction. The arrows represent the 
selection cuts, detailed in Table 1.
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8 M easurem ent o f th e  structure function

8.1 Unfolding the detector effects

In order to obtain a measurement of which can be compared with theoretical 
calculations and results from other experiments, we correct for the finite detector 
acceptance and resolution effects using the unfolding program of Blobel [38] to 
transform the measured Xyis distribution into the estim ated F^(æ) in true x space. 
This program avoids the statistical instabilities inherent in the naïve “m atrix 
inversion” technique which can give rise to bin-to-bin correlations and unphysical 
fluctuations in the unfolded result (see [38] for details). The systematic errors 
arising from the unfolding procedure are discussed below.

Our unfolded measurements of ^re shown in Figure 9 for the region
4 < < 8 GeV^, and in Figure 10 for 8 <  < 30 GeV^. Also shown
for comparison are earlier results obtained by the PLUTO [4] and TPC/2"y [2] 
collaborations at comparable <Q^>.  The curves show the prediction of the QCD 
model of [12, 13, 32] including the VMD contribution, evaluated for the range 
covered by the OPAL data. Our results are consistent with the other experiments 
in the respective regions and agree well with the model.

The unfolded measurements and associated errors are summarised in Tables
5 and 6. The systematic errors shown in the tables are discussed below.

Figure 11 shows the variation in the mean value of F ^ /a  for 0.3 < æ < 0.8, as 
a function of Q^. The lower integration limit ensures that the effect of the VMD 
contribution is small, while the upper limit is required because the statistical 
errors increase rapidly in most experiments as x —>• 1. The present OPAL data 
points are shown as solid circles. The lines show the predictions of the QCD 
model of refs [12, 13, 32] for several values of the cutoff param eter

8.2 System atic errors

Several sources of systematic error have been considered, as follows.

(a) Variation of cuts. We have repeated the analysis with the tag energy 
cut altered by ±0.025 x Ebeam and ±0.050 x Ebeam from its standard value; this 
represents 1 x and 2 x the energy resolution of the Forward Detector. Similarly, 
we have varied the cut on Wyis between 2 GeV and 3 GeV in steps of 0.25 GeV, 
and analysed the data using only charged track information. From the RMS 
variation of unfolded results a point by point systematic error was assigned as 
given in Tables 5 and 6. The errors from this source are less than the statistical 
errors on all points, except for the lowest x  point in the upper range of Q^.
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Figure 9; Unfolded F^(z)at <Q^> = 5.9 GeV^, with previous measurements at similar 
mean shown for comparison. The curves show the predictions of a QCD-based model 
(see text). The error bars give the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.
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Figure 10: Unfolded F^(z)at <Q^> =  14.7 GeV^, with a previous measurement at 
similar mean shown for comparison. The curves show the predictions of a QCD- 
based model (see text). The error bars give the statistical and systematic errors added 
in quadrature.
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Figure 11: Variation of < F^(z) > with (adapted from [9]).
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The discrepancy between the charged multiplicity distribution in the data 
and the prediction of our Monte Carlo model, seen in Figure 8(a), means that 
the normalization of FJ  is sensitive to the cut on the number of charged tracks. 
We have studied the variation in the mean value of the unfolded F^(z) as the 
minimum charged multiplicity varies from 3 to 5 tracks. The RMS variation is 
5.4%, which we assign as a systematic error common to all x points.

The measurements of are insensitive to variations of the other cuts.

(b) Variation of unfolding parameters. The unfolding procedure handles the 
data internally in the form of binned histograms. For our main analysis, we chose 
a bin size giving a mean of approximately 20 events per bin; this required roughly 
30 bins in each range. The systematic error under the heading of “unfolding” 
in Tables 5 and 6 has been estim ated by repeating the analysis with the number 
of bins varying between 10 and 60 and calculating the RMS variation of each 
point of the unfolded structure function. None of the unfolded points is sensitive 
to such variations, except the high-a; point in the low region. Even in this 
case the system atic change is within the statistical error.

(c) Radiative corrections. The TW OGEN Monte Carlo program makes no 
provision for initial state radiation. Calculations using the FERMISV generator
[35] suggest th a t initial state radiation decreases the cross section for the m ulti
peripheral two-photon process by (2.7 ±  1.8)% in comparison to the lowest-order 
diagram. We therefore decrease the normalization of our measured by this 
amount, and assign 1.8% as a systematic error.

(d) Monte Carlo systematics. As mentioned above, we estim ate a systematic 
error of 1.4% on the overall normalization of F^ by comparing the TW OGEN 
Monte Carlo generator with the Vermaseren program. This incorporates the 
error on the correction for being non-zero.

(e) O ther errors. The precision of the luminosity measurement has been 
steadily improved, from 0.85% in 1990 to 0.5% in 1992; these errors include 
theoretical uncertainties in the Bhabha scattering cross section. As most of our 
data were taken in 1991 and 1992, we assign a systematic error of 0.6% from 
this source. The 0.2% error on the trigger efficiency is negligible. The effect of 
backgrounds has been shown to be small; the associated systematic errors have 
been neglected.

9 C onclusions

We have measured the hadronic photon structure function F^(x) in two ranges 
of with means of 5.9 GeV^ and 14.7 GeV^. Our measurements are consistent 
in shape and absolute normalization with those obtained in previous experiments
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with similar mean and with the predictions of a QCD-based phenomenological 
model in which a soft hadronic component is added to account for collisions 
in which the quarks in the target photon have transverse momentum less than 
approximately 270 MeV. We confirm that a significant pointlike component of 
the photon is present when the probing photon has > 4 GeV^.

Our measurements extend to lower values of x than previous experiments have 
achieved, particularly in the higher range, where we have data  below x = 0.01. 
There is no indication that F^ix )  increases in this region.
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Charged
Track
Quality

Closest approach in (%,p) < 2.5 cm from beam 
Closest approach in z < 10 cm from 

interaction point 
At least 20 hits in Jet chamber 
Radius of first hit < 75 cm 
1 cos'd\ < 0.97 
P t  >  0.1 GeV

Electromagnetic
Cluster
Quality

E r a w  ^ 0.17 GeV
Cluster is not associated with a track 

(association half-angle p = 0.1 rad)

Track
Multiplicity

> 3 charged tracks 
of  which
> 1 with P t  > 1 GeV 
and
> 1 other with p t  > 0.5 GeV

Tag

Antitag

h^tag ^ 0.775 X E b e a m  

47 < ^ ta g  < 120 mrad

No electromagnetic cluster with energy E d u s  >  0.25 x E b e a m  

in hemisphere opposite tag

Pt balance \p t Tu < 6 GeV (in tag plane) 

IpToutI < 4 GeV (out of tag plane)

Hadronic mass 2.5 GeV < IVw, < 40 GeV

Table 1: Event selection requirements

Generator QCD VMD cc r+T“
Normalized 
number of 

events
808 325 178 64

Table 2: Monte Carlo events by Category. The QCD events were simulated with 
p? =  0.27 GeV.
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X bin
Background 

4 < < 8 GeV^
Background 

8 < <  30 GeV^
O.O-O.l
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3

2.0 ± 2.0 5.9 ± 3 .4  
2.0 ±  2.0 
2.0 ± 2.0

Table 3: Monte Carlo estim ate of m ultihadronic background.

Q^range (GeV^) X range (GeV) xV D O F
4 - 8 0.001 -  0.649 0.44 ±  0.20 12.6/5
8 - 3 0 0.006 -  0.836 0.19 ± 0 .12 6.2/7
4 - 3 0 0.001 -  0.836 0.27 ± 0 .1 0 8.2/7

Table 4: Values of pj measured from the Xyis distribution.

X range 0.001-0.091 0.091-0.283 0.283-0.649
F;^/a 0.224 0.352 0.348
Statistical error 0.018 0.030 0.090
Variation of cuts 0.018 0.018 0.080
Unfolding error 0.006 0.011 0.053
Overall syst. error 0.019 0.021 0.096
Total error 0.026 0.037 0.132

Table 5: Summary of unfolded F^ix)  measurement at < > =  5.9 GeV^. The x
bin limits are chosen by the unfolding package to minimize bin-to-bin correlations. 
The tabulated errors are not correlated between bins; there is an additional un
certainty of 5.9% on the overall normalization of F^ix )  arising from the charged 
multiplicity cut, the Monte Carlo normalization, and the ISR correction, and the 
luminosity measurement.
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X range 0.006-0.137 0.137-0.324 0.324-0.522 0.522-0.836
0.325 0.465 0.446 0.409

Statistical error 0.029 0.038 0.051 0.102
Variation of cuts 0.048 0.023 0.023 0.065
Unfolding error 0.005 0.009 0.016 0.029
Overall syst. error 0.048 0.025 0.028 0.071
Total error 0.056 0.045 0.058 0.124

Table 6: Summary of unfolded F^(x) m easurement at < > =  14.7 GeV^. The x
bin limits are chosen by the unfolding package to minimize bin-to-bin correlations. 
The tabulated errors are not correlated between bins; there is an additional un
certainty of 5.9% on the overall normalization of F^i^x) arising from the charged 
multiplicity cut, the Monte Carlo normalization, and the ISR correction, and the 
luminosity measurement.
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